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IN T R O D U C T IO N  B Y  T H E  R E V IS E R

So far as I know, this is the first complete translation of Eman
uel Swedenborg’s Selectae Sententiae. The original typewritten 
manuscript of this revised copy was found among Dr. Acton’s 
papers after his death, and since he himself typed the first eleven 
pages, the indications are that it was begun before 1920 when I 
took over the rest of the typing. This manuscript did not include 
the translation of the title page, the Dedication, and the Greek 
Poem. I have, therefore, added these from Dr. Acton’s translation 
thereof in his lectures on Swedenborg’s life, pp. 21-23. At the 
outset, it should be noted that this version of Dr. Acton’s trans
lation was not finally approved by him although the copy from 
which it was made had been gone over at least once, as shown by 
the innumerable corrections, etc., entered thereon. It is now being 
given to the press in the unpolished form in which it was found, 
except for obviously needed editorial revisions.

This work— to quote Dr. Acton in his Editorial in the New 
Philosophy for 1920, p. 41— “ is the Academical Disputation 
which, according to the custom of the times, Emanuel Swedenborg 
wrote and defended upon the occasion of finishing his studies at 
the University of Upsala at the age of 21 years. It consists of 
the proverbs or wise sayings of the Philosopher Seneca, and of 
the Mime Publius Syrus, with a Greek version by Scaliger on the 
opposite page, and a copious Latin commentary by Swedenborg, 
full of classical allusions, and giving evidence of a wide study of 
the writings of the ancients, and also of the Scriptures. In these 
comments, moreover, is sometimes observable the germs of those 
noble and enlightened thoughts which led to the formation of the 
great universal doctrines which so nobly distinguish Swedenborg’s 
later philosophical writings.”  Publius Syrus (105-43 B .C .) be
longs to the Caesarian Age, and was of Syrian origin, coming to 
Rome as a slave, most likely from Antioch. Lucius Annaeus 
Seneca was a Roman Stoic, Dramatist and Statesman (4 ?  B .C .- 
65 A .D .).



Besides the extraordinary amount of research done by Dr. Acton 
by way of finding and inserting the multitudinous references in
volved in this little work, I found that he had also added all these 
references and more besides (in lead pencil) in the margins and 
at the foot of the various pages in his own copy of J. F. E. Tafel's 
reprinted Latin edition (Tub., 1841) of this work. In this revi
sion, therefore, I have added any further references found in this 
Latin edition which were not already included in the typewritten 
version. This has called for a great deal of research on my part, 
some of the references being hard to interpret, but I was greatly 
assisted by Mr. Lennart O. Alfelt who helped in the search for the 
various works referred to. All these references have been inserted 
in brackets or as footnotes.

Not being a Latin scholar, criticism of the translation itself is 
beyond me, and therefore I have not attempted to make any 
changes in this respect. Consequently, when I discovered that 
Sentence 60 and the Comment thereon (2 lines), the Comment on 
Sentence 75 (5 lines), and Sentence 76 had inadvertently been 
omitted by Dr. Acton, I consulted with Prof. Eldric S. Klein who 
very kindly supplied the translation of these omissions.

The numbers in brackets correspond to the Sententiae in Gruter’s 
edition of Publius Syrus in 1708, the five Sentences in this edition 
which were omitted by Emanuel Swedberg* (as noted therein by 
Dr. Acton) being added as footnotes, with statements to that effect. 
In the copy of Gruter’s work in the Academy’s Collection of Swed
enborg’s Library, I found that it had been gone over very carefully 
by Dr. Acton who had marked any differences therein between 
Swedberg and Gruter, i.e., omissions, additions, etc. These num
bers in Gruter are also added to Dr. Acton’s copy of Selectae 
Sententiae.

In the original translation, the Sentences listed but not com
mented on by Swedberg are mostly omitted. Since, however, sev
eral of these Sentences were included by Dr. Acton, I have added 
the remainder— 47 in all— in order to complete the translation. 
The translation of 37 of these Sentences is taken from Minor Latin 
Poets by J. W . and A. M. Duff (Loeb ed.), the 10 remaining, not 
being included in this work, are inserted in Latin. The page 
numbers in the text (preceded by Lat.) represent the pages of the 
Tafel edition of this work.
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While undertaking this revision, I had begun to wonder whether 
it would be useful to add a Bibliography to this translation— such 
not having been found with the typewritten manuscript. Then, 
halfway through the revision, Mr. Alfelt suddenly came across a 
little pamphlet in Dr. Acton’s handwriting, loose inside a work 
he was looking up for me. On examination, I found this pamphlet 
to be a complete Bibliography or list of “ Citations”  of this trans
lation. Thereupon my decision was made to add this to the pres
ent revision. Moreover, wherever possible I have inserted the 
dates of the editions referred to by Dr. Acton.

Finally, I should like to add that my amazement at the diligence 
and indefatigable work done by Dr. Acton on this first work by 
Swedenborg (then Swedberg) did much to encourage me not to 
leave a stone unturned until I had also confirmed the correctness 
of the many references I had to handle.

Beryl G. Briscoe
Bryn Athyn, Pennsylvania 
April 1966 *

* This was the actual name under which this work was published (in 
1709). The change to Swedenborg took place in May 1719 when the wife 
and children of Bishop Swedberg were ennobled.
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Q[uod) B[ene] V[ertat] 
(May success attend it)

SELECTED SENTEN CES

by  L. ANNAEUS SENECA

and p u b l iu s  s y r u s  t h e  m i m e  

and perhaps also of others

with the Annotations of Erasmus 
& the Greek Version of Jos. Scaliger

Illustrated by Notes, which,
with the consent of the illustrious Faculty of Philosophy,

EMANUEL SWEDBERG

modestly submits to Public Examination 
under the Presidency of the illustrious

Mag. FABIAN Tö RNER

Prof. Reg. & Ord. of Theoretical Philosophy

In the large Gustavian Auditorium 

[W ed.] June 1, 1709

UPSALA

Printed by Werner
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To my dearly loved Father

JESPER SWEDBERG

Doctor of Sacred Theology & 
renowned Bishop of the Diocese of Skara

Ever prosecuting his work with devotion of mind and 
with every observance of duty.

Just as in common life nothing is more sacred, nothing more 
delightful than not only to revere the footprints of our ancestors 
and parents, but also, so far as possible, with grateful imitation 
to follow them, especially when they lead us along the path of 
virtue, so from this work which has lately been enjoined on me, 
I feel no little emotion and pleasure, arising chiefly from the fact 
that I am permitted to compose these first fruits, the commence
ments of ingenuity, in the image of my father’s w ork ; to progress 
from my first age to the deeds of the author of my being; and to 
resemble thee, my Father, in writings as well as in mind. To 
recognize this gladness born in my breast and heart, no more 
opportune occasion could be desired by me on which to appear in 
public than a time when thou couldst be present and be witness of 
the genius and the footprints which of old were thine, and which 
now are freshened in thy son; a time when thou, who art both 
beloved and gracious, may be present at the rehearsal of studies 
which in thy embrace and in thy bosom have grown up and are 
daily cherished and continually mature. Receive, therefore, with 
benign countenance this, the determination of my mind, and the 
due tribute of my respectful obedience; receive this offering, be
gotten, as it were, of thine own good deeds, an offering which can 
take its merit only from thee, beloved Father, and which here grate
fully points to thee and reveres thee as its author and composer.

[This work ( Selectae Sententiae) is noted in Fabricius, Joh. A .: Biblio
theca Latina, 3 vols. Hamburg. 1708-22, vol. 2 : p. 391, and in Phaedri 
Fabulae Aesopiae, Argent. 1810. p. C I I I ; reviewed in Intellectual Reposi
tory 1842: pp. 60 & 147. (Note by Translator) .]
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W ould that there were space to satisfy my desire to expatiate on 
thy gracious deeds, beloved author of my being, then surely there 
would be no sparing of the praise that I would expend on thy 
merits, no sparing of labors on the praises, and in the labor no 
sparing of nightly toil. But since thou wouldst choose rather that 
thy gracious deeds be recognized by thy son’s tacit veneration and 
respect than that they be proclaimed by public  voice and herald’s 
trumpet, in this also will I bow down to thee, and will take refuge 
in that which alone is left me— prayers and the pious supplications 
and outpourings of my mouth— and this with the greater ardor in 
that it can scarce ever more behoove me to approach the threshold 
of heaven with supplications, and lowly to draw near to the knees 
of the Almighty than when it concerns thy business, sweet Father, 
and thy prosperity. First, then, I give humble thanks to God, 
thrice most High, that He has graciously and happily prolonged 
for us thy years even to the present point of time[ * ] ; that He has 
mercifully given thee the use of light, and us the use of thy light; 
and, finally, since thy years with rapid strides are now verging to 
advanced age, I and many others do commit and entrust to the care 
and protection of that same High God thy old age, the unchanging 
ripeness of thy days, and the token of grave years, thy snow-white 
locks, thy wrinkled brow. Live then long and happy according 
to our prayers, nay, above all our prayers, and extend thy years 
beyond our own days. It remains only to say with the Romans: 

Jupiter increase thy years at the expense of ours
[Ovid, Fast. 1 : 613] 

Dearest Father 
Thy most obedient son

EM. SWEDBERG.

311

[* Note by the Translator: “ Bishop Swedberg was then 56 years old.” ]
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AN ENDEKA-SYLLABUS [* ] 

to

MR. EMANUEL SWEDBERG,

A  Youth of surpassing genius, 
conspicuous by the highness of his 
birth and the glory of his learning,

w hen , in  a  pu b lic d issertation , he com m en ts  on  
the MIMES OF PUBLIUS SYRUS

0  youthful offspring of a noble Sire 
Ripe branch of the muses of music,
Famed when thou followest thy father’s steps 
And new commencement of the men of old.
Rightly to interpret their lettered works 
To shed on them a good and pleasing light.
And thou I am persuaded wilt become a skilful man 
An everlasting ornament to thy land 
And of Christ; and the sacred muses
Ever give golden hope of thee. E ’en in the meanest trickery 
The mimes of Publius Syrus’s keen wit 
Are now revealed, made plain in thine.
And coming forth from thy comments 
In these first fruits is active 
A  better fruit, more glorious joy.
The firm desire of life, even of bitter fate 
Be thou nightly carried on, according to custom 
The high-throned king of all 
Desires thy labors to be ever present.
Thus, O Swedberg, so aspiring,
1 wish thee well.

Ruzeliades.

[* Each line of Ruzeliades’ Greek poem is composed of 11 syllables. It is 
written in Doric. Translator.]
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T O  T H E  R E A D E R  

Before applying my mind and pen to this golden collection of 
maxims, I deem it worth while to preface some particulars con
cerning the life and writings of our great Mime, concerning the 
nature and constitution of plays, and concerning the various edi
tions of the work of Publius, so that I may throw light on our 
author of plays, and may thus secure for him greater appreciation 
and more lasting gratitude. But having been prevented from the 
work “ by various causes and for varying periods of time,”  [1] I 
am obliged not only to omit these particulars but also, so far from 
bringing Syrus ad umbilicum et coronidem, as they say, I have 
been obliged to place the end and goal, as it were, in the very 
middle of his maxims. Indeed, for the same reasons I have put 
off to a more opportune time the highly useful work concerning 
the agreement of the version of Syrus with the Greek text; lest 
the work, which demands exhaustive and toilsome ingenuity and 
the burning of much midnight oil— as the saying is— should be 
prematurely presented to the public and, like a swarm of bees just 
hatched, should fly away. And therefore, Candid Reader, do not 
wonder if I do but little satisfaction either to our author or to 
thine own desire; or if in some places our Publius appears unpol
ished and rough and without a correcting hand; for the overly suc
cinct and circumscribed diction and brevity of his maxims have 
frequently given me pause, nay, and weary labor; this, however, 
must not be ascribed as a fault to him, since the Romans took 
pleasure in concise sayings of this kind and in the abrupt wit and 
witty sayings of the mimes, which made a deeper impression on 
the minds of the spectators, and remained longer; for a speech 
which exhausts the matter and the ears in every particular and,

[1 Georgies IV . 147 (vol. I : p. 60S).]
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spreading all its sails, is carried along with the whole effort, as it 
were, is the sooner consigned to oblivion and the winds. It was 
also the habit of the Stoics to teach the chief points of their dis
courses only by touching on them or, according to Lipsius [2] who 
was highly skilled in the sect and its manner of speech, “ they were 
accustomed to wage the matter, not with swords but with pin
pricks.”  If I should enlarge on the praises of our mimographer 
and his mimes, it would hardly be other than (to use the words 
of Norrman b .) “ asking me to adorn refined gold and dazzling 
pearls with flowers and pigments,”  that is— as the witty Comedian 
says— “ at one operation to make ivory white with ink.” [3) It suf
fices to say in his praise that he was loved by Caesar and the 
Roman people; and after his decease and the passing away of the 
Golden Age, there appeared many admirers and cultivators of his 
genius, and their praises of him are extant in great abundance—  
praises which you would suppose to be uttered rather of Arpinas 
than of a professional actor; and, therefore, the words of Petronius 
Arbiter, who says: “ What think you is the difference between 
Cicero and Publius? I think the one was more disputatious, and 
the other more honest.”  [4] Other testimonies to Publius may be 
seen in the philosopher Seneca, Epistles 8, 9, 94 (twice) ; and 
108.[5] On tranquillity of Mind, I I ;  Consolation to Marcia, 9 ; 
the Brevity of Life, V . 2.[6] In the rhetorician Seneca, Contro
versies, book 3, chap. 18, book 7, chap. 3.[7] In Gellius, Attic 
Nights, 17, chap. 14.[8] Macrobius, book 2. Saturninus, chapters 
2 and 7. Jerome’s Commentaries on the Chronicles of Eusebius 
to Olympus, 184, An. I I ; [9] besides many authors of more recent 
times. By these authors I seem to have hit upon no empty task 
in undertaking to explain maxims that have so often given pleasure 
to the more acute geniuses, and on which have toiled men of the 
literary world of the utmost merit— such as Joseph Scaliger,

[2 Vol. 6: p. ix.]
[3 Plautus, “Mostellaria” I.3.102 (p. 237).]
[4 Chapter 8 near end; Bohn ed., p. 251.]
[5 Opera, 1782, v. II I  pp. 20, 26, 402 4- 404; v. IV : p. 56, respectively.]
[6 Opera, 1782, v. I : pp. 265, 188; v. I I : p. 47, respectively.]
[7 Opera, 1604 ed , p. 595.]
[8 1706 edition, pp. 780-781.]
[9 Note: The references above and including this one, were all quoted from 

J. Grater's Senecae Sententiae, Lugd. Bat., 1708, in “Testimonia”—following 
the Praefatio.]
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Erasmus, Marcus Sartorius, Barthius, and Jan Gruter, the latter 
several times. Gruter’s latest edition [Lugduni Batavorum, 1708] 
enriched with a new version by Joseph Scaliger has been happily 
preserved to public light; but since it came to my hands too late, 
I have furnished brief notes only to such mimes as were published 
previously under the care o f Scaliger; I have also added those 
which were added in his later edition. A s to this work which I 
have now finished, yours, my Readers, must be the judgment. I 
can ascribe to myself only this— that I have gathered these maxims, 
scattered here and there in various authors, in order that the ques
tion may be submitted to the judgment of investigators whether 
they belong to Publius or to some other author. While the dispute 
is still under consideration, some of the maxims sound like Publius, 
some like Seneca, Lucilius, Laberius, and another author.

Since these theatrical witticisms captured the favor and applause 
not only of the Caesars but also o f a distinguished people, my mind 
is in no doubt but that, for the same reason and in no less degree, 
you also, dear Readers, will not only give assent to my endeavors 
but will also give them your favor. N or shall I be indignant if 
to some my work is displeasing; for there are many persons who 
are like those little animals which open their mouth and bring forth 
bile, and this without any exciting cause but from mere habit; and, 
therefore, that man is deservedly praised who is unpleasing to 
such face-makers. In a word— “ T o him who walketh toward 
things honorable all contempt is itself to be condemned.” Seneca, 
Epistle 76.[l0]

[10 Opera, 1783, vol. I I I  p. 258.]
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T H E  M A X IM S  O F  PU B LIU S SYR U S

[1] W e men are always just so jar from death.
From death, etc. “ This is not a maxim but is after the style 

of the follow ing: ‘A  man is removed from death by four or seven 
fingers.’ The actor who said this in the play showed it by a ges
ture of his fingers. Therefore, this sentence cannot be understood 
unless it be known that gestures were made use of in pronouncing 
it.” [Gruter, p. 565.] Thus says Scaliger, who alludes to the 
histrionic motion and gesticulation wherewith these stageplayers 
and actors were wont to delight the audience seated in the boxes 
and orchestra— this being effected especially by a comical relaxing 
and contortion of the eyebrows, and by an acquired suppleness of 
the joints. Hence in Aurelius Cassiodorus, the hands of such 
actors are called “ most eloquent,”  [11] and their fingers “ tongued” ; 
and in Claudius Claudianus, de Cons. Mallii Theodori[12] a mime 
is called “ a speaker by nod and hands.”  In Seneca, Epistle 121 
[v. IV : p. 127], “ their hands were prepared for every meaning, 
for the signification of every matter and every effect” : and in Livy, 
Book 7, c. 2 [v. 1 : 596-7], and in Gronovius at the same place, “ to 
sing to the hand.”  I subjoin certain common sayings on death 
which have originated from this custom— sayings in which more 
charm will be found, if they be expressed in a lively way by ges
ture, countenance, and voice, than if they be presented merely by 
bare utterance, to w it: to be distant from death “ a finger’s breadth,”  
“ a foot,”  “ a step”  (I  Sam. 20: 3 ), that death pursues us like a 
shadow, that it is a point, its measure is that of the palm, a race, 
a farce, a com edy; that “ we are brought to the extremity” ; [13] 
that the play is finished; and other expressions which can be more 
powerfully expressed by the histrionic Perhaps we may
be allowed to conjecture from Annaeus that here we have nothing 
to do with the mimic art, and that the renowned Scaliger merely

[11 Var. IV.51, p. 160.]
[ 1 2 , p. 454, line 313.]
[ 13 Seneca, Epistle 49.]
[ l4 Exhibition.]
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digresses and conjectures, though perhaps from Annaeus, and in
serts this remark among his comments as a ******[15] and at the 
word as occurring in Epis. 30 fin [v. I I I  p. 98] and elsewhere, 
as in Epistle 120 [IV. 124], he frequently notes it again, as being- 
delighted with the cleverness of our author; as, for instance, in 
Epistle 120 [IV.124] where he says: “ So many days lead to 
death.”  [Lat. p. 8] And again in Natural Questions V I .1 
[IV .3 1 1 ]: “ There is so much death everywhere.”  The meaning 
of Publius must, therefore, b e : “ W e mortals are distant from death 
by equal paces, and the goal thereof is never moved from its place, 
even though we be fearfully tormented and shiver in dread thereof.”  
If we, suspended at a single point of fleeting time, shall think of the 
age that is passed, or of that which is still to be, we shall confess 
that “ it is held by death,”  that “ there is no difference between the 
least space of time and a long space.”  (Seneca, Nat. Quest., V I : 
32 [IV .344].) Time of our life is Seneca’s “ point” ; for while 
the time at hand is ours, the past and the future— since they are 
not at hand— belong rather to death than to us. And we— set at 
this point— are ever just so far absent from death which is both 
before us and behind. Very beautiful are the words of Cicero: 
“ Death, like the stone of Tantalus, is always hanging over us” 
(The Ends of Good and Evil, my page 48 [ I .18.60, X I V : p. 
1 62 ]); and again: “ On every side are so many paths to the dead” 
(Tusculanian Ora Questions 1 [I .43.104, X V : p. 6 3 ]) . And 
therefore the admonition of Publius, that it behooves us to so 
regulate our conduct that we may live prepared each day to pass 
away, and may order every day as though it were our last.

[2] What you have done to another, you may expect from a 
third.

“ Expect from another.”  “ As you have been in your conduct to 
others, so will others be in their conduct to you”  (Erasmus [§ 2 ] ). 
Gruter [p. 1] reads the text: “ ab alio spectes.”  [16] I would prefer 
confining the reading to “ speres”  [you must hope for], as this 
maxim is written on a time eaten tomb at Rome, according to 
Camerarius ( Centuria I, Med. 98, 99 [ I .460]). N or would 
Gruter’s reading agree with Scaliger on Seneca’s Epistles 94 
[III.403], where he proves that he has heard it, as it were, with

[15 Purpose, intention, mind.]
[16 Our author's text is “ Ab alio exspectes.”  According to Gruter, the 

translation would b e : “You must face from another,”  etc.]
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horror. In Brisson (m y page 700, book v ii ) , you will note a 
somewhat similar sentence carved on a certain gravestone, namely, 
“ What each of you have desired for me, may that come to him ; 
what you have done, may another likewise do to you.’ ’ The mean
ing is obvious to every one, for it has two aspects regarding the 
product of past deeds and of future; it concerns both the doers of 
evil and the doers of good. The truth of the saying is confirmed 
by the examples of parricides, criminals, etc.; it is also evident 
from the history of the murderers of Julius Caesar, Galba, Gordi- 
anus, Darius, few of whom died a natural death; the fate of 
Haman [17] is well known; add also Richter A x. Pol. 119; Hist. 
159; [Lat. p. 9] Oeconomia, 28, and you will see that the artists 
of death perish by their own art. Gruter, in his latest edition 
[p. 41], embellishes the maxim with the examples of Caesar, the 
Athenians, Hermotimus, Jason, Saturnus, and Zela king of Bithy- 
nia. W ho, I ask, is ignorant of the precept which is the foundation 
of justice and the highest of laws: “ What thou dost not wish to 
be done to thee, do not thou to another” ; respecting which, see 
Lactantius who puts it as his ***** on the Divine law in Matthew 
V I I : 12. (Lact. 6 : 3 [ ?Lib. V , c. V I 3 /1 : 597 or V I 3 /1 : 707- 
12].) See also Grotius at the same place [Op. Om. Theol. 2.89] 
and at Luke V I : 31 and Tobit I V : 16 [18]— a ***** which was a 
law which was cultivated by Marcus Aurelius as an oracle, as says 
Lampridius in his life of Aurelius; it was, moreover, especially 
dear to Alexander Severus, according to Spart. p. 198. Hence 
also the adagial expressions “ the Termerian ill” ; [19] “ to drink of 
the same cup” ; to taste “ Neoptolemic vengeance” ; [20] “ he prepares 
evil for himself who prepares it for another.”  [Eras. I I : pp. 61c, 
327d, 62a, 1135c, respectively.]

[17 Haman, a Persian courtier who plotted the destruction of Mordecai for 
refusing to do him hom age; he was hanged on the same gibbet he had pre
pared for his intended victim. The story is told in the book of Esther.]

[18 Castellio, v. 17; Trem., v. 16; Eng., v. 15.]
[19 Termerus was a Peloponnesian robber who killed men by crushing their 

head against his own. He himself was killed by Hercules in the same way. 
From this story is said to come the Greek proverb to ***********  meaning 
an evil one brings on oneself.]

[20 Neoptolemus, one of the Greeks who shared in the taking of Troy. 
He was especially notorious because of his barbarous cruelty to Priam and 
other captives. He suffered the same cruel death that he had inflicted on the 
aged Priam in the Trojan palace of M inerva; hence the ancient proverb: 
“ He prepares evil for himself who prepares it for another.”
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[3] From a lover thou wilt redeem wrath by tears.
“ Anger from a lover.” According to Erasmus [ §19] : “ When

one who loves thee is angry, he is placated with tears.” W e must 
not overlook the word “ redeem”— a word that is peculiar to the 
redemption of captives and bondsmen; see Seneca on Benefits v i : 
13 [I I : 281 (for an illustration of this use of the w ord).] It is 
also carried over to other things; for example: “ to redeem the 
soul from the dead” (D e Clem, i : 3 [“ To redeem (rescue) one 
soul by many deaths” I I : 8 ] ) .  “ To redeem (fulfill) one’s words” 
(On Benefits iv : 36 [I I :  236 ]). “ T o redeem a crime by virtue” 
(Nat. Quest. v i: 23 [I V : 3 3 3 ]) ; “ to redeem (avert) storms by 
gift offerings ( ib. iv : 7 [I V : 282 ]). “ To redeem a peril by 
peril”  (O n Consolation to Helvia, 17 [ I :  143]). If you apply 
the word to the ancient rite of nuptials where partners were bought 
and sold (see Brisson in De Formul., also Taubm. and Serv. in 
Virgil, Georgies 1: 31 [I : 193]), the meaning will be “ with those 
who love each other by mutual redemption, a tear will bind together 
sundered friendship.” That is to say, lovers will at times grow 
somewhat angry, as witnesseth Tacitus: “ In love and anger are 
quarrels and makings up” [Lipsius V : 230]. But sometimes they 
are more easily provoked than is ordinarily the. case, like Dejanira 
in the play Hercules Furens Magnus by the Tragedian Seneca: 
“ Grief is angered love” [ Gron. line 451 -2 ]. But it will quickly 
subside, for doves that have just been fighting, put their beaks 
together (Ovid, [Artis Amat. I I :  line 4 65 ]), or, after dropping a 
tear, as it were (Terence, Eunuchus I .1.[2 2 ]) . The quarrels of 
lovers are, therefore, aptly compared to the sparks which a drop 
of water will extinguish; they are also compared with the crackling 
of wood, or with the laughter of Vulcan (which we also speak of 
as the threats of Vesta), which is silenced by a little moisture. 
But shun the blandishments of those who are sedulous plotters, 
[Lat. p. 10] and of young women who pursue after men, and thou 
wilt escape both anger and grief and their attendants.

[4] He who fights with a drunken man, hurts one who is 
absent.

“ He who fights," etc. [Grut. p. 565] Literally it would be ac
cording to Scaliger: ****** ******* *** ********* ********* aut (or) 
************ but ************* is ******** [better Greek]. Erasmus 
says: “ The mind of a drunken man, that to which speech is to be 
directed, is not present with him, and therefore it is the same as



if the man himself were not present.” [§ 12] Our plain mime
here walks in front of the tragedians; later he says something 
similar concerning an angry m an: “ When man is angry, he is out
side his body” ; “ they are like to carriages from which the driver 
has been thrown out,”  as says Gruter, who with keen wit reprehends 
drunkenness, and strifes and blows with drunkards. [Grut. p. 13, 
1.263, p. 42.] He is judged to be absent since his mind is sunk 
in his cups because the senses are overcome a n d  bound; hence 
Pisistratus declares that their eyes are as though blindfolded (Sen. 
on Anger, iii.xi [ I :  7 6 -7 ]) . Therefore be not willing to correct 
such drunken vagrants until they first come to their senses, since 
otherwise thou wilt be telling a tale to the deaf.

[5] Any rumor looking to calamity prevails.
Any rumor, etc. Erasmus and Scalinger, the two erstwhile 

lights of the learned world, incline to a different view of this 
maxim, but, on interpretation, their views will agree. The former 
interprets i t : “ Sad affairs are easily scattered abroad, while affairs 
that are righteous and honorable are hardly credited” [§ 17]. But 
the translated meaning of the latter is : A  presumed opinion looking 
to calamity has special prevalence; is a matter of ascertained law ; 
what is hinted at by Publius is the accusations against those who 
are pressed by a harsh fate, and the readiness with which they are 
suspected; of such persons “ all men are more suspicious, I know 
not how,”  etc. (Terence, Adelphi iv.3.xiv [p. 4 07 ]). And cer
tainly we mortals are the more prone to believe unworthy things, 
because we ourselves are evil and are deserving of evils.

[6] H e who judges quickly, hastens to repentance. [H e who 
decides quickly, makes haste to repent.] [Grut. p. 565.]

He who judges, etc. “ A  certain Greek said that our mime 
[Lat. p. 11] speaks of hasty judgment in marriage: ****** * ********

 ********* ******* (H e  who is about to marry cometh to repent
ance),”  Scaliger [ibid.] “ You must not pronounce judgment at 
once, for one frequently repents of a precipitate judgment”  (Eras
mus [§32]). The proverb is spoken not only of those judges 
whose business concerns the guilty, and who, as soon as they have 
examined a case, at once dispose of the matter, pronounce judg
ment and give punishment— of which judges, examples are given 
in Camerarius, Hor. Suc. 3 med. 23, 24 [I I I :  79-87], to which 
may be added Loccenius on Eric X I V : pp. 392, 397; but it is 
also spoken of those polished censors of the lives of others, per
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ambulating mongerers of censorious and harsh criticisms who, as 
though they were appointed arbiters, vilify and traduce the man
ners and reputation of every person. Such men also are the ones 
who will pay the penalty of their untimely judgment. Luke VI.37, 
38; Matthew V II .1; Morhof, Polyhistoria, p. 168 [ ? p. 179].

[7] Suspicion is strenuous toward the sad side.
Toward the sad side, etc. Erasmus [§7] : “ They who are but 

little happy labor the more with suspicion” ; or, “ suspicion com
monly tends to the worser part”— “ strenuous” here means hasty 
and prone. Hence Seneca also says, in Hercules Furens v. 316 
[Gron. p. 27] : “ A  timid man’s belief is ever prone to the worst 
view.” The maxim is too clear to need any help; see the related 
maxim no. 5 above.

[8] An adulterer is a more vehement lover of the wife.
Scaliger: “ The same witticism was uttered, though with another

meaning, of the Emperor Otto. ‘He began to be the paramour of 
his own wife.’ Nothing more polished can be said anywhere.”  
[Grut. p. 565] Respecting this kind of love between consorts, the 
following apothegm by Plutarch may suffice: “ That that is not 
fitly called love if concupiscence moves a man to it” (Amat. p. 750 
my copy [Opera, vol. I X :  p. 7 ] ) ;  and that of the peripatetic 
philosopher Pythagoras §222: “ Every shameless lover is a more 
passionate adulterer with his own wife.”

[9] A little money makes a debtor, a large amount an enemy.
The author of this maxim is Publius or Annaeus or both. It

stands out in so many words in the latter’s nineteenth Epistle 
[ I I I : 59] : “ There are some who, the more they owe the more they 
hate. A  little of another’s money makes a debtor; much makes an 
enemy.” [Lat. p. 12] A  debt of a small sum of money is a testi
mony to the creditor, not only of an unbroken and complete friend
ship but also of good feeling. On the other hand, those who are 
too heavily indebted, being unable to pay, labor to elude the debt 
by various arts, by repudiation, dissimulation, concealment; and, 
in any event, by depreciating it and putting off payment; and if 
they cannot manage matters thus, you will find them your greatest 
enemies. The same sentiment is thus put forth by Tacitus: “ Bene
fits are delightful so long as it seems possible to make a return, but 
when they go much beyond this, then hatred is the return instead 
of thanks” (Annals IV : [xv iii]). W e may also here adduce the 
saying of Plautus: “ With a talent I bought me an enemy and sold
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a friend” (Trin. iv : I I I .1.49 [p. 748]) ; add also Seneca, Epistle 81 
[ I I I :286], and Sirac xxix, 8 seq.[21]

[11] Another’s possessions are more pleasing to us; ours 
to others.[23]

Another’s possessions. A  wise admonition and one that ought 
to be given every day. Erasmus [§28] reads: “ another” and 
“ our” as in the singular number: “ Each one regrets his own lot; 
we admire another’s possessions only in words. For the rest, 
when it comes to the act, persons are willing to change their lot 
with others.”  Salvianus cites this verse p. 10 [p. 22], but he does 
not add the name of the author. Rittersheim, in his notes, recog
nizes this as a maxim of Syrus, and on page 47 [p. 371] he adds 
his utterance. It is, however, taken from Terence, Phorm. Act I, 
Scene 3, 1.20 [p. 582] ; see Gruter [p. 49]. There are very few 
who sail by this reef without hurt; “ One’s own possessions please 
no one who is looking to the possessions of another” (Seneca, On 
Anger, iii, 31 [1 : 9 6 ]) . The rich man extols the poor man’s hut, 
his peace and his table; the hut, the peace, the table of the poor 
m an; the country gentleman, that of the peasant; the bachelor lauds 
the life of the married m an; the soldier finds pleasures in the dress 
of the citizen, the citizen in the coat of the soldier; the great fre
quently execrate their own burdens; pedlars complain of the doubt
ful hazards of business and of the cheapness of their wares; and, 
speaking generally, we all admire and revere the manners, the wit, 
the wars of the ancients, and “ all things merged in black ob
scurity” [Virgil VI.267] ; if, for instance, we should come across 
some remains of ancient record, stones half eaten away, tablets 
roughened by mold and age, musty and worm-eaten manuscripts; if 
we should come across a coin of Codrus, a Pellenian tunic, slimy 
ruins and things more ancient than chaos and the Saturnian ages; 
[see Eras. I I :  787A] [Lat. p. 13] or if we should hear of such 
things in conversation; how much, I ask, would we esteem, revere, 
and desire such things? And yet new things not only dispute 
excellence with the ancient but they frequently carry off the prize. 
Nevertheless, I think the Fates will so revolve, that the next age

[21 Castellio, Bib. III.34.]
[ 22 10 is omitted by E.S. but it is included in Gruter in the 1604 and 1708 

editions: Aetas cinacdum celat, aetas indicat (T im e conceals and time reveals 
the reprobate).]

[2S Gruter— in 1604 & 1708 editions—has Alienum.]
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will, on the other hand, become the worshipper of ours. [Virg., 
Aen.I .22.] Meanwhile, our Mime teaches us that the fact of our 
own things being unpleasing is due, not so much to any fault that 
lies in them, as to a mind that is disgusted, as it were, with all 
tilings. This is to be so moderated that, when men have no mind 
for things, the mind will accommodate itself to the things: thus 
would you be able to dwell with the same countenance in humble 
cottages or in the highest places of a palace [Virg. Ec.II.29]. 
“ Reflect” (says Seneca) “ except for the mind, there is nothing in 
thee that is marvellous, nothing great in him that is great” 
(Epistle 8 [I I I : 2 0 ]) .

[ 12] To a free man, borrowed money is bitter servitude.
Borrowed money, etc., Scaliger: [ Grut. p. 565] “ Or ****** ***** 

**, ***** ******** *******, or ******** *********** ******** ****** But the 
ancient Greek is the little verse: ** ****** ******* **** ********** 
*****." Erasmus: “ To serve others is hard for him who is born 
free and has been accustomed to rule over others.”  But his 
autograph has “ aliena homini”  (foreign things are to a man) 
[see §11]. Scaliger’s comment amuses us; it is cited from 
Zving., p. 632. For our pleasant mime wishes to soothe the 
ears of the lowly plebeian, who so often left the city bewildered 
by the wealth of the aristocrats, and with their body, as it were, 
separated from their head. Even the master of our playwright 
was hardly able to redeem himself when the Gauls were pillaged; 
as Suetonius declares in his Life. No other kind of servitude is 
more grievous than to blush so often at one’s creditors, to shun 
them, run away from them, put on a bold face, act the suppliant, 
to be pointed at with the finger of scorn, to be asked for payment, 
to elude what has been secured by a pledge, handwriting and 
security; to expose to derision the name one has made; and fur
thermore one’s agents and the many other kinds of servitude which 
must be undergone.

[13] Everything that comes to one from wishing is alien to 
him.

Everything, etc. Erasmus [§1] “ That which is provided by our 
own pains is truly ours; what happens by our wishes is alien, 
[Lat. p. 14] namely, is something that fortune can snatch away.”  
According to the judgment of Seneca, this verse is more worthy of 
the tragedians than of the comedians (Epistle 8 [I I I : 2 0 ]) , and 
the same author claims for Publius that the true reading is venit
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instead of evenit. He denies that fortuitous happenings are under 
our control, and asserts that those that come to us from our wishes, 
that is, by chance and accident, are under the arbitrament of some 
giver, or of fortune, and not of the wisher; see Tullius in Paradoxa, 
I I : 1 [17 : 94-5 ].

[14] Thou shalt hardly make another’s injury thine own joy.
The sages severely condemned '************ (rejoicing in an

other’s hurt). Terence calls it “ the worst kind of men” (And. iv.l 
[li. 5, p. 6 9 ]) and Naso in Trist. 5.8 [li. 12, v. 3, p. 105], speak
ing of a mocker who was drowned in the sea, says: “ Never, I 
said, was there a juster billow.” Although there may be delivery 
from the punishments of the human forum, there can be no deliver
ance from those of the Divine (Proverbs X V I I I : 5 ).

[15] An angry lover much deceives himself.
An angry lover, etc. Further on [Grut. p. 14, 1. 287], our au

thor says: “ In love is deceptive wrath.”  You have the character 
of angered love in Terence’s Phaedria (Eunuch, beginning 
[Il.i.line 1 9 ]). Hearken then to Propertius [Lib. I, Eleg. 15, 
line 42] : “ In no flatteries can you safely believe.”

[16] A lover knows what he desires; he sees not what he tastes.
A  lover, etc. Erasmus [§15] : “ A  lover desires without judg

ment, nor does he reflect whether what he desires is healthy or 
pernicious.” To taste here refers to tasting what from use is con
ducive or, according to Erasmus, what is “ healthy.” Propertius 
sings the same tune as our author, “ that is to say, in insane love 
no one has sight” [II, Eleg. 14, line 18] ; and also the mime 
Gruter: “ In venery dementia is ever sweet” [p. 15, 1. 322] ; than 
both which sayings, nothing is more witty.

[17] He who loves what he mistrusts is a waking man sleeping.
He who loves, etc. Erasmus [§16] : “ They who love, make up

dreams for themselves and soothe themselves with empty hope.”  
What lovers intensely desire, they rejoice at being fit for, or about 
to be fit fo r ; not without illusion, like those on whom the dreams 
of fantasies and the shadows of images [Lat. p. 15]— imitating the 
real example— impose: Virg. Ecl. 8 [line 108]: “ W e believe, do 
not those who love make dreams for themselves.”  The word 
“ dreaming” sometimes seems to denote immense desires. They 
who flatter themselves, drag everything into being an omen of the 
desired event; as Terence says: “ Does he dream those things 
which when waking he has desired”  [And. V.vi, 1. 7 -8 ]. And the
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pleasant proverb: “ Even the sleeper dreams” which Erasmus [24] 
takes from Theocritus [25] in the adage “ votum.” Of (his kind are 
also the words of Accius in Captiv. [IV .2, line 68, Plautus, p. 152] 
and Amphit. [II.2, line 65, ib. p. 26] : “ does not the wakeful man 
dream.” Ovid confirms this in his Metam. V I .4 9 2 :[26] “ As he 
wills, so he imagines what he sees not yet.” Add Annaeus in 
Hercules Furens v. 315.

[18] Love like a torch burns brighter for shaking.
[20] To love is to the young a fruit, to the old a crime.
To love is to the young a fruit: Zving. p. 389. [Erasmus 

(§ 2 9 )] :  “ Love is pleasure in a youth; a misdeed not pleasure in 
an old man.”  I do not dwell on the loves of young men coming 
from their native lewdness, for which Terence (Adelph. 1.2: 20 
[pp. 352-3 ]) composed the words, since the ******* of the author 
is to be set forth concerning the chaste love of consorts. In old 
men, as age has waned, so it is decent that love shall thus cool 
down. Ovid, “ Age also agrees with venery; senile love is some
thing vile” [Amor. I.ix. 3-4 ]S[27]

[19] To love and be wise is hardly granted to God.
To love and be wise: The Frising. codex has “ a Deo” but 

“ prius tuere.” Erasmus [§22] : “ To love and to be of a sound 
mind is not possible in the same man” ; “ it would be like willing 
to be insane with reason,” as Terence has it.[28] To make love, 
sports, and words is not elegant for the wise. It was

“ A  woman deceived Adam, Samson, Lot, David, Solomon;
“ Who then shall be safe.”

[21] A lover's oath involves no penalty.
[22] Amantium ira, amoris integratio est.
[Lat. p. 16] [23] Thou shall love thy father if he is just; if 

not, thou shalt bear with him.
Thou shalt love thy father: Erasmus [§8] : “ Love the good 

father, tolerate the difficult one, even if from this that he is thy 
father.” Publius says “ just,” meaning kind and human. Oh, how 
piously, truly, greatly! would not the theater resound with ap
plause at so beautiful a precept? Deserve, then, the goodness of

[ 24 V o l . I I , p. 799c ; see a lso S w ed en borg ’ s Codex 37, index.]
[ 25 ?Aristophanes (C lo u d s ) .]
[ 26 V o l. 2 :  p. 125.]
[ 27 V o l. 1 : p. 130.]
[ 28 Eunuch I.i. verse 18 : p. 119.]
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thy parents by sober piety, love, and respect, for to them thou 
owest life and thy very self. As the gods ought to be worshiped 
— according to Philo’s mind as expressed in his book on the deca
logue [29]— so shouldst thou see in thy parents something godly 
(******) ; hence Grotius[30] calls those * *****, as it were, gods. 
Aristotle attributes to parents divine honor (Nicom. lib. 8, c. 14; 
lib. 9, c. 2.[31]) If thou hast hard parents, yet revere them, yield 
to them, bear them ; indeed, the uprightness of the children in
creases their obligation; it does not make it. Those who have 
studied Latin know that in the Latial speech, Emperors and others 
were worshipped under the name Parent; [Confer Barth, p. 199] 
and which was commonly used by Aesop.

[24] Thou are the more in need of friends as thou hast nothing.
Thou art the more in need of friends: As it stands, this mime 

is hardly explicable by any one. In three ways we barely sport 
with darkness: 1. You will be the less blessed with friends as you 
have nothing of those things whereby to serve them, or 2 :— ac
cording to Lucanus, lib. 8, p. 256.m.[32]— “ it is not proper to lack 
adversaries by securing pleasures” ; or 3, if you agree with Scaliger : 
“ thou art the more unworthy of the works of friends as thou art 
the more self-centered.” He does not get the keenness of the 
author, nor does he ever favor the barter of friendship. The mime 
will be most suitably emended of its fault if we read “ quo nihil 
abest”  (as nothing is absent) which I assent to with the more 
confidence in that I follow my predecessor Annaeus, De Ben. 6 : 29 
[2 : 294] : “ They made none so completely happy that he would 
not the more lack a friend, because nothing is absent.”  And the 
sense will be lively and complete, to wit, the faith and candor of 
friends will be the more lacking to thee in the degree that thou art 
over affluent in goods, and need the help of none. “ I will show 
thee what is lacking to those who possess all things, [Lat. p. 17] 
to wit, a man who speaks the truth” (Sen. De Ben. 6 : 30; also 33 
[2 : 294-5, 2 99 ]). “ Nowhere is friendship more lacking than 
where it is believed to abound.”  Nor is the mime when thus 
mended displeasing, amicus eo magis deest, quo nihil abest (a 
friend is the more lacking, as nothing is lacking).

[ 29 E x o d u s  X X : 1 2 : pp. 760-61 .]
[30 Opera Theol., I : 47.]
[ 31 Opera, 3 :  pp. 146-47 and p. 154b, respectively .]
[ 32 Pharsalia, lib. viii, p. 145, line 533.]
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[25] Friendship either embraces equals or makes men such.
This is the hinge of all friendship; “ it embraces equals,” in

respect to manners, will, and m ind; in respect to age, sex, fortune, 
misfortune; in respect to country and kindred; in respect to the 
condition and state of one’s duties; also of kindredship of certain 
vices, such as luxury, voluptuousness, theft; but because of limits, 
you will weave in vain in the bond of friendship, avarice, jealousy, 
pride, anger, revenge. It makes them so if no attention is paid to 
difference in age, condition, fortune, and add also manners. 
Listen to Jerome (Mich. [ch. 7 : 5 ] ) ;  “ Friendship either receives 
equals or makes them so. Where there is inequality, and the 
eminence of the one and the subjection of the other, there is no 
friendship but adulation”— words which are clear interpretations. 
Pythagoras, Cicero, Apuleius, Seneca, and Horace commend equal
ity in friendship more warmly than our Publius, as proved by 
Gruter in his new edition [p. 59].

[26] Friendship is ever helpful, love also injures.
Friendship is ever helpful, etc. These words Syrus says both in

fun and seriously. Here he makes a difference between friendship 
and love, and shows the nature of each, to w it: that friendship is 
ever helpful, and that love in friendship sometimes passes the limit. 
Quintilian in declam. X V , and Liban., p. 8, likewise distinguish 
between the friends themselves. L. Annaeus (Ep. 35 [ I I I : 107]) 
throws light on this mime, and Publius on Annaeus: “ He who is 
a friend loves; he who loves is not always a friend; therefore, 
friendship is always helpful, love is sometimes also injurious.”

[27] Amicitiae coagulum unicum est fides.
[28] Unless you tolerate the faults of a friend, you make them 

your own.
Some codices have “ if thou tolerate.”  If the nisi is to be re

tained, we confess that we are mocked with the perplexity of the 
words, [Lat. p. 18] or that the mimographer’s wisdom is lost. 
Yet my interpretation is ; 1. If thou art angry with a friend because 
of his faults, the fault will be thine in that thou chose thee such a 
friend; or 2. as the Mime has it in another place [ Grut. p. 22, 1. 
532]: “ Thou rightly deemest the sin of a friend as thine own.”  
If these interpretations do not satisfy you, for myself I have an
other Oedipus from Gruter's book [p. 62 [33]] ; you can take it, if

[33 Confer Gruter, p. 2.)
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you please, that the meaning is: If thou connive and acquiesce in 
the faults of thy friend, thou derivest the same to thyself; or, ac
cording to Erasmus [§10] : “ To thee shall be imputed the sin thy 
friend committed, when you do not admonish him.” If we knew 
the words that preceded the mime, and those which follow, its 
explanation would be easier for us.

[30] [34] Study but do not hate a fr ie n d 's faults.
[31] Misfortune reveals whether you have a friend or only 

one in name.
[32] It is not proper to injure a friend, even in fun.
It is not proper to injure a friend, etc. Here the comic poet 

is at issue with both tragedians and comedians. He justly criti
cizes the license of those who think that witticisms and jokes 
without sincerity against a friend are allowable, and yet in friend
ship nothing is more hoary and ancient than a sincere countenance, 
candor of speech, and gracious feelings ever bared, as it were. 
T o the devil then with those jocular wranglings, that eloquence 
vomiting poison and bane, wherewith certain artful men of the 
utmost urbanity exercise their biting and pointed wit, and seek 
friendship. The late Norrmann of blessed memory speaks more 
fu lly : “ Witticisms should not be filled with ambiguous and biting 
figures or with spite and envy.”  Confer, if you will, M orhof's 
Polyhistor., p. 164 in my copy; also in the fragment subjoined to 
Seneca: “ To be malignant is not fun.”  Add, I pray, the notes of 
my loved Parent in Disticha Cato 2.2.[35] and Camerarius, Med. 
Hist. 1: 92.[36] Let us sweetly mingle duties and admit friends 
with our whole heart, for “ it is germane to the beauty of speech 
to present oneself ever affable, [Lat. p. 19] ever friendly, easy 
and accessible to all”— to use the words of the great Upmarck 
whom we revere as the light of our Athens.

[33] To lose a friend is the worst of ills.
To lose a friend, etc.: This sentence is too trite and plain to 

need any interpretation. For the rest, the subject is concerning 
friends who disappear by fate, and are carried off by accident; but 
“ momentary friends (who provide separation when there is some

[34 29 Amici vitia si feras, facis tua (Tolerate a friend's faults, and you make 
them your own) — omitted by E.S., but it is included in Gruter in the 1604 
& 1708 editions.]

[35 1810: p. 204; (see footnote in dedication.)]
[36 I : pp. 426-34.]
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slight offense), I say, were never thine” (Scaliger, Epis. I I I ) .  
This is perhaps a sentence drawn from Seneca’s Epistle 99 [ I V : 
12].

[34] Love cannot be extorted, it can slip away.
Love cannot be extorted, etc.: Erasmus [§18] : “ Love cannot 

be expelled suddenly and by force, but little by little it can slip 
away.” Love pleasantly and long joined in by kind offices, is 
hardly overturned by force; just as a tree stands unmoved if its 
root is deep set in the earth, with fibres spreading luxuriously 
round about; even though “ the hulls of the wind and zephyrs 
thunder” [Georg. I :  371], yet, when the roots are gradually cut 
off or are weakened by old age, it falls.

[35] ’ Tis time, not the mind, that puts an end to love.
[36] Love’s wound makes that which heals.
Love’s wound, etc.: Erasmus [§31 ] : “ The wound of desire heals 

that which it had caused, if it makes a store of itself.”  The allu
sion is to the fable of Telephus.

[37] Love cannot mingle with fear.
It is the nature of love that it wills nought but that which is 

equitable, even lovable. Good princes, therefore, prefer to be loved 
rather than to be feared. The philosopher Seneca alludes to this 
in Medea, verse 416 [Act I I I : p. 487] : “ True love can fear no 
one” ; and more expressly in his Epistle 47 [ I I I : 135], where he 
speaks of slaves: “ Love cannot be mingled with fear.”  So in 
De Beneficiis 4 : 19 [ I I : 221] : “ No one loves one whom he fears.” 
Whether this sentence is to be imputed to Seneca or to our Mime 
is a matter of thine own judgment.

[Lat. p. 20] [38] Love is the cause of weary solicitude.
You say that lovers without occupation are solicitous, since 

they are not kept restrained by any honorable w ork ; and yet they 
are in inquietude; altogether in agreement with the character in 
Plautus, Cistellaria 2 : l. 8 [p. 230 ]: “ Thus love mocks, flees, 
agitates, draws on, captivates, holds back me who am weary of 
mind,” etc. Zvingero, p. 170, according to Gruter [p. 67], cites 
this as follows: “ Love in laziness is the cause of solicitude,”  and 
this is adduced by Rabbelais, p. 473, as a saying of Theophrastus.

[39] Love, like a tear, rises in the eye and jails on the breast.
[40] Food is more safely taken at a restricted table.
This is a mime having regard to the cottage. Gruter [p. 3] 

would reject it because it is found in Seneca’s Thyestes, v. 450
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[p. 134, I I I : line 452] : “ Safer food is taken at a narrow table.” 
But if, for this reason, you deny them to be mimes which are used 
by Publius, you place too great limits on the author. By a narrow 
table, you must not understand a doubtful table (Terence [Phorm. 
2.2, line 2 8 ] ) , which is not distended by great heaps of dishes, 
and to which are not brought delicacies from beyond the Phasis; 
but “ a table laden with costly dainties”  [Georgies I V : 133]. 
“ Safer”  because death and poison are not concealed in the cups. 
It is quite evident that the mimographer means that the life of the 
peasant is safer and happier. Those who, secure at their table 
and on their couch, healthily represent the ground beneath the 
arched vault of the stars, where they are not sickened with loath
ing of delicacies and riches. Thus, they have no cares, unquiet 
diadems, purple, markets; no strife of besetting cares, no stream 
of seekers and flatterers. They are not agitated with ambition in 
swollen m inds; nor with superb buildings, and with mockeries 
beneath a garb of gold. But evils enter more slowly into their 
huts than into towns guarded with bulwarks. Hence they have 
the ways, the tables, and the hearths of the Saturnian age. [Lat. 
p. 21] In a word, they have “ secure peace, and a life ignorant of 
deception”  (Virgil, Georgies [ I I : 4 67 ]).

[41] Love is taken on by the choice of the mind, but not laid 
aside.

Erasmus [§5] : “ It is in our power not to begin to love. When 
you have begun, then you are a slave to it, and cannot put it off 
when you will.”  That is what is used in the same argument by 
the tragedian Seneca in Hippolytus [I.line] 134: “ He who has 
nourished evil with sweet blandishment, later refuses to carry the 
yoke which results.”  Just as, to let out the fire held back by 
bars will be a matter of your choice; but by no means often do 
you wish to extinguish it when once it has been let out and has 
fed on what lies about.

[42] To the mind that grieves, it avails nothing to believe.
Erasmus [ §27] : “ So long as you grieve, you have no faith in

yourself, for grief persuades of nothing sound. Wait till the sick
ness subsides, and then determine what you will say or do.”  The 
poet aptly uses the word “ grieves” in a double sense, for no faith 
can be put in a wailing or an angry man. “ If desire possesses 
him, he is dominated by it, the mind can do nothing.” (Sallust, 
Cat. 50 Pr. [p. 142].)
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[43] The sage will rule his feelings, the fool will be their slave.
[44] Modest women choose a man by mind, not eye.
[45] Animus aeger, turbac praebet spcctaculum.
[46] The Mind that knows how to fear, knows how to enter 

in safely.
Erasmus [§3] : “ He who understands a danger, knows how to 

provide for the danger; but rashness dangerously attacks the thing 
because it knows not how to fear.”  Other books have “ tuto” 
( safely) or “ tuta agredi” (to attack safely) with a not unlike 
meaning. [Gruter, p. 3] And he inculcates that there is need 
of caution when danger and death stand about on every side, which 
you will rush into unless you fear for your life.

[47] Whatever man's mind commands to itself, it obtains.
This is the sentiment of a confirmed Stoic. [Lat. p. 22] For

they said that the mind is leader of the body; [37] its conqueror; [38] 
that God dwelling in a human body,[39] is transferred from the 
stars into our bodies,[40] accompanying the heavenly ones; [41] and 
that at the moment when it has intention, there is no obstacle to 
it.[40, 42] Seneca, De Ben. 2 : 29,[40] and 3: 8 ;[38] Epist. 31 fin.[39] 
and 88,[41] having no need of fortune.[37, 42] Sallust, in the com
mencement of his Bellum Jugurthinum,[37] and Seneca, De Ira 2 : 
12,[42] say that this Publian saying expresses that, “ whatever the 
mind demanded of itself, it obtained” [Gruter, 1. 645]. By mind 
you understand either nature or reason, virtue, prudence; which 
are to be followed as guides, and which everything serves. Thus, 
if one demands of himself wars, glory, study, labor, and, finally, 
anything (provided it be of sound reason), neither danger nor 
fortune nor death restrain the hot ardor of the mind. This strength 
of mind seems to have borne above fame and death, not only the 
Stoics but also warlike princes; Caesar, Pompeii, Camillo, the 
Alexanders. All things, therefore, are prone and yielding to vir
tue ; so that, to the mind when opposed, everything will inject delay 
and a restraining hand.

[48] Annosus non diu vixit; diu fuit.

[37 Sallust, Jugurtha, p. 196.]
[38 Seneca, De Beneficiis, Lib. I I I  20 =  vol. 2 : p. 189.]
[39 Seneca, Epist. 31, vol. 3 : p. 101.]
[40 Seneca, De Beneficiis, Lib. I I : 29 =  vol. 2 : p. 167.]
[4l Seneca, Epist. 88, vol. 3 : p. 346.]
[42 Seneca, De Ira, Lib. I I : 12 =  vol. I : p. 40.]
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[49] An old woman, when sporting, makes delights to death. 
Scaliger [Grut. p. 566] : “ Afterwards also ********* ****** *******

*********, although ******* (A n  old woman who sports is adorned 
with death, although he speaks in tonic).” Erasmus [§30] : 
“ Sport is not seemly to an old woman near to death; for she seems 
to divert herself with death.” She sports and expires. It is suit
able that both those who are advanced in years and those who 
prefer the duties of age should withdraw from childish matters. 
It takes the place of the adage, that they should pass them by; 
“ an old woman dances,” [43] “ an old woman plays the tragedy,” [44] 
“ an old woman acts the bacchante,”  [45] i.e., celebrates the bac
chanalia; of which sayings, Erasmus speaks in his adages where 
he also adds: “ As though one would say, an old man playing with 
mountains, and a theologian flirting with the flowers of rhetoric.” [46]

[50] When a woman is openly evil, then at last she is good. 
Erasmus [ §20] : “ Woman is a painted and deceitful creature, [Lat.

p. 23] and she is least harmful when openly evil.”  Thus he shows 
that “ no woman is good.” [47] Taubmann interprets this in Plautus, 
Trin. 1.2.26 [p. 714] : “ The feminine sex was ill-reputed by many 
of the ancients on account of cunning and deceitful arts; nor is 
this unknown in public places.” [48] One knows also that the office 
of our actor was sometimes to make pleasantry by reviling, and 
to capture the applause of the theater with his scattered witticisms. 
Meanwhile, it is plain that secret snares and suppressed hatreds 
are more injurious than those that are professed.

[51] Stretching breaks the bow; remission breaks the mind. 
Erasmus [ §35] : “ The bow is broken if overstretched, but the

powers of the mind are strengthened by exercise, while they are 
broken by idleness.” Martinus de moribus sa y s :[49] “ Stretching 
sharpens the mind, remission breaks it.” The comparison between 
a bow and the mind is exceedingly common; one comes across a 
like comparison in the sayings of A esop ; by Plutarch, my page 792 
[ I X : p. 165], so that it is rendered most highly pure; ***** *** *** 
************ ************* *********, ***** **, ********* (the overstrained

[43 Erasmus, vol. I I : p. 642a.]
[44 Erasmus, vol. I I : p. 818b.]
[45 Erasmus, vol. I I : p. 336a.]
[46 Erasmus, vol. I I : p. 642a.]
[47 Zvinger, p. 513.]
[48 Gruter, p. 76.]
[49 Seneca, Gothofredo edition, 1593: ad fin., p. 264.]
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bow [as they say] breaks, and the loosened mind [Grut. pp. 
7 6 -7 ]) :— if one credits Erasmus,[50] to whom we owe the passage. 
The contrast is very fine: as the bow is broken when stretched, 
so is the mind when loosed. Exercise and meditation, therefore, 
are like food to the mind; and unless it is continually nourished 
and sustained, then will it fall. Seneca speaks more distinctly in 
his Epistle [X V , v. I I I  45] : “ The mind is not dissolved but 
remitted.”

[52] That is not art which comes by chance to its aim.
This also is supported by Seneca in his Epistles (Ep. 29 [ I I I : 

9 1 ]). That which comes out well by chance is not to be attributed 
to art; while that which comes out from art, is not to be attributed 
to chance. For all that is outside the will and work of the senses 
is chance. As Cicero (Nat. 3. [28, v. 15: p. 447]) and Seneca 
(D e Ben. 2 : 19 [ I I : 160]), say of Jason of Pherae, unless his boil 
or tumor is opened, one happily breaks with the deadly sword when 
he would prefer to cut his neck. Differently speaks Plutarch of 
the painter (De Fortuna 6 [I X : 508]).

[Lat. p. 24] [53] You ought to watch that which you wish 
not to lose.

[54] What ill do you wish to the avaricious save that he live 
long?

Erasmus [§26] : “ Because he lives a most miserable life, there
fore, one who desires him to live a long life wishes him the greatest 
evil.”  Gruter [p. 4] reads from some ancient books, avaro quid 
mali optes? ut vivat (what ill dost thou wish for the avaricious ? 
that he may live long)— which is certainly more fitted to scenic 
motions. That the avariciously sordid ruin their whole life of 
their own accord, cheat their genius, and are damned because they 
have lived for their miserable coins, is depicted by Prudentius— as 
with the brush of Apelleus— in Psychomachia 464 [ I I : p. 648].

“ Care, want, fear, anxiety, perjury, fright, etc., then let them 
live.”

[55] One easily captures the avaricious man, if he is not him
self the same.

Erasmus [ §21 ] : “ An avaricious man cannot bear another. Or 
one will easily deceive an avaricious man unless he is the same as 
he, that is, unless he himself is avaricious.”  Zvingero also ex-

[50 Gruter, pp. 76-77?]
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plains this, pp. 997 and 993. This also is worthy of a mime who 
is concealed and behind the scene.

[56] Money irritates and does not satisfy the avaricious man.
The hunger for possession, and the insanity of setting forth a

part increases daily, as confirmed by Juvenal, Satira 14 [130, v. 2 : 
p. 6 98 ]: “ The love of money grows in pace with the money itself.” 
Just as drink often increases the pains of sick lungs and parched 
viscera; and oil “ poured on a burning garment” [51] does not put 
out the flames but gives them power, so this unrighteous man 
“ satiates in vain” [52] his voracities for possession.

[56a] The avaricious mind is satisfied with no amount of 
w e a lth s [53]

Seneca mentions this verse as one of great weight (Ep. 94 
[ I I I : p. 403 ]) ; it is also a sentence of Psittacus (Stobaeus, Serm. 
10 [p. 129]).

[57] The avaricious man grieves at injury, rather than the 
wise.

Erasmus [ §25 ] : “ The wise man is not tormented by the failure 
of affairs, but he who makes money of great value.”  T o the cen
sorship of Gruter, [Lat. p. 25] this sentence is reckoned to be of 
less tried coin— perhaps because of ignorance of what has preceded 
in the mimes— from which he might be able to gather its force.[54]

[58] The avaricious man is himself the cause of his misery.
Erasmus [ § 14] : “ For he is willingly poor of his own desire.”

If one estimates misery from the insatiable effort and the most 
exquisite labors devoted to getting possessions, then they are the 
most miserable; indeed, they are infected with pallid wasting, with 
sordidness, with scheming and artfulness; and are so smitten with 
fury and madness that, had they the wealth of Pactolus and Mer- 
mus, had they the talents of Pelops, were “ the tiara of the thrones
of Croesus and Cyrus joined together,”  they would yet long to

\

[51 Georgies IV.384, vol. 1: p. 665.]
[52 Georgies III.431, vol. 1: p. 543.]
[53 This sentence is given in Scaliger’s edition but omitted by Gruter in his 

1604 ed. It is printed, however, in the Appendix to his 1708 ed., p. 564. 
Fabricius places it in a separate list of sentences gathered from various Greek 
and Latin authors and interpreters. See Publii Syri Mimi similesque Sen- 
tentiae Selectae e Poetis Antiquis, Lips., 1818, Fabricius’ Collection follow
ing n. 270 of Erasmus (Fab. n. 286).]

[54 Confer Gruter, p. 81.]
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add to them one-fourth more, as said by Cicero.[55] In respect to 
hoarded wealth, they lie in gold, and feed on its juice, and like 
“ thirst)’ Tantalus, seize the streams that ever flee from their 
lips.[56] Hence the proverbs: Lapsana vivcre. rorc pasci (to live 
on a meager diet is to feed on the dew, Plinius [57]) ; ficum dividere 
(to divide a fig, Martialis [58]) ; est macilentior Leotrephide (he is 
leaner than the lioneater, Gellius[59]). These iambic sayings con
cerning the avaricious, not without wit, were current among the 
people. That among the Romans, when they were powerful, the 
Senate and the army were corrupted by this avarice, is often seen; 
as in Livius, Florus, Sallust here and there. “ That whole people 
has the minds of wolves and insatiable avidity and hunger for 
blood and empire and riches” (Justinius, 38.6 [p. 285 ]). Hence, 
by the Volscian and Equian generals, they were called wolves (in 
Livy 3.66 [ I : p. 319]) and by Telesinus (in Velleius [Paterculus], 
2 : 2 7 :3  [p. 337[60]] ) .

[59] The avaricious man never does the right thing save when 
he dies.

Erasmus [§ 2 3 ]: “ For when he dies, then, at last, he permits 
others to enjoy his wealth.” Hence Plutarch likens them to mice 
devouring a golden vessel, who give up the gold only when they 
are dead and cut up (De Cupiditate Divitiarum, p. 526 [v. V I I I :
p. 8 6 ]).

[ Lat. p. 26] [60] Courage grows by daring, fear by delay.
As daring is the occasion for courage and fortune in a soldier, 

so is death the occasion for fear.
[61] That which can be given, can also be taken away.
On the authority of Seneca (Epis. 8 fin [I I I : 2 1 ]) , this is a 

verse by Lucilius; yet he does not absolutely attribute it to this 
man, perhaps because it is by Publius. If this is not the case, it 
may be changed as follow s: “ That good which can be given, can 
be taken away,” that is, whatever comes by good fortune, as for 
instance, wealth, honor, a wife, etc.— excepting the goods of the 
mind— can be taken away; therefore, trust must not be set in them.

[56 De Finib. Bonor. et Malor. IV.12 =  vol. 14: p. 298.]
[ 56 Horace, Sermonum 1.68-9, p. 138.]
[ 57 Plinius XIX.41, vol. 6 : p. 3043; XI.32, v. 4 : p. 2029 =  Erasmus I I :  

pp. 1032c and 1028a, respectively.]
[ 58 Epigram V.39.3, p. 127 and Erasmus I I : p. 408F.]
[ 59 Athenaeus, X II. 76 (Eng., v. 3 : p. 882 and Erasmus I I : p. 1102F).]
[59 London ed., 1822: p. 337 and in Lipsius V : 24 fin.]
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[62] None should be greedy, least of all the old.
[63] Woman either loves or hates; there is no third course.
Erasmus [§6] : “ Woman is over-vehement, a creature prone to

affections on either side. Although one may find men of the same 
sort, and not a few in number, who are over-vehement on either 
side.”  He alludes to the fable of Phaedra who, having been deeply 
in love with her stepson, afterwards bitterly hated him and finally 
atoned for his death by her own. Thus, no few critics of the 
manners of women, affirm they are influenced precipitously from 
one extreme to another. Confer Guevara, Horologium Princi- 
pum, Lib. I I : chap. 21.

[64] Consent makes humble assistance strong.
Erasmus f §4] : “ Concord makes things strong, even those which 

are very weak, while discord, on the contrary, weakens the greatest 
strength.” This gnome is also familiar. For concord among the 
Romans was the cause of their victories, the end of seditions, and 
the support of their whole empire. But at last, all was corrupted 
by dissent. The word is not unknown to M. Agrippa: “ By con
cord small things grow” (Seneca, Epist. 94 [I I I :  403] ; Sallust, 
De Jugurtha X  [I :  214] ; Tacitus 10).[61]

[Lat. p. 27] [65] To have a good name in public is a second 
patrimony.

[66] If good thoughts slip away, they do not disappear.
Erasmus [§62] : “ What one has justly proposed to do, even if

at the time it escapes his mind, nevertheless does not wholly per
ish.” So a salutary counsel as thought of and advised from your
self, even if it slips the memory or if you have made it of trifling 
worth, yet reason and use will bring it back. You will marvel, 
moreover, that many things are aroused among those which actuate 
the soul, which, if they have been pleasant, truly it is ****** * *** 
*********** ********** (pleasant is the rebuilding of things that have 
been unloosened), Philostratus, Epist. 61; or, if by carelessness 
or accident a word has slipped away, there are others to take its 
place, and one refers the mime to kings, magnates, the wise, the 
unhappy.

[67] He sleeps well who does not feel how ill he sleeps.
Erasmus [ §59] : “ When the sense of evil is absent, there is

nothing of evil. Thus, if one is buried in deep sleep, he does not 
feel the discomfort o f his couch.”  Our archmime brings this

[61 See Swedenborg’s Hieroglyphic Key, E x .X I : n. 37.]
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familiar sentence among his jocular sayings. The philosophy of 
the sentence is, therefore, if one ever confirms his mind in evils, 
he passes his life pleasantly, howsoever he has changed. The occa
sion of this word is drawn from lowly people, the soldier, the 
dregs of the people who— lying on their back on the green of a 
grove, and in the daytime— get softer sleep than those who, weak 
and wavering in will, take their rest in a great bed under a cover 
of purple and silk.[68] See the cause in Mime 10, Cicero in De 
Finibus [ I I .13: v. 14, p. 193] aptly says: “ He has over much 
good who has no ill.”

[68] They are either rogues or fools who think benefits are 
merely gifts.

[69] He receives many favors who knows how to return them.
Others read “ recipit.”  Erasmus [ §42]: “ No one gives much

to the ungrateful. On those whom we find grateful, we bestow the 
most.”  Respecting this, Pliny says (Epist. 2 : 13: 9.[63]) : “ W ho, 
when he receives the earlier benefits, [Lat. p. 28] deserves the 
later.”  Seneca, therefore, in his own, that is, in an elegant way, 
“ recommends that when moved to giving, we ought to imitate the 
fertile fields which give back much more than they received.”

[70] Beneficii nunquam, cito dati obliviscere.
[71] To receive a benefit is to sell one’s liberty.
Erasmus [§39] : “ It is happier to give than to receive; for when 

one uses the kind favor of another, he loses his liberty.”  It is 
said against judges who— when corrupted by a bribe— with tongue 
and jaws act like an ox, and put forward and exercise none but a 
venal justice purchased by go ld ; also against certain persons bound 
by duties and merits from which they are not released except by 
payments. “ He who finds benefits finds fetters”  (Seneca).

[72] In giving a favor, he receives who hath given to a worthy 
man.

Erasmus [§ 4 6 ] : “ This verse is specifically cited by Gellius as 
one of the mimes of Publius (Puta, L. 17, c. 14 [p. 781 ]). It is 
cited also by Macrobius (Saturn. 2 : 7 ) ,  likewise by Clem. Alex. 
L : 2 Strom .; from this has been made up the mime [1. 563]: “ He 
who gives a favor to an upright man, in part receives” (Gruter 
[p. 88] ). Seneca has such a man in mind (D e Ben. 1: 7 [ I I :  
135] ) :  “ W ho thought to receive a favor when he was giving it.”

[63 See Virgil, Georgies I I I :  435-6 (v. 1 : p. 544), and Aeneid I V : 555 
( v .2 :p .  763) .]

[63 Epistolae, Lib. 2, Epist. 13, p. 153 ]
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And again (D e Ben. 5 : 8f. [ I I :  2 5 1 ]) :  "B y receiving, you give, 
by giving, you receive"; and Simplicius, p. 70, says of Diogenes 
and Zeno [Gruter, p. 8 8 ] : "W ho would not esteem himself rather 
to receive a favor than to give one?"— if we are to credit Gruter, 
to whom we owe this last passage. The meaning is: Thou who 
givest to the worthy and needy, as much benefit comes to thee as 
if thou hadst received; for there comes to thee the feeling of the 
thing received when thou rejoicest to have done well. "Every one 
when for another is for himself”  [Epist. 81, I I I : 2 90 ]; and a little 
later: "the reward of a deed well done is to have done it”  ( Seneca, 
Ep. 81 [I I I :  2 9 1 ]) ;  [Lat. p. 29] than which nothing is more 
keen in w it; for the mime adumbrates the circle of a benefit pass
ing through the one hand and returning to the giver, and he alludes 
to the graces, the trine of sisters who— joined together with folded 
and clasping hands— construct the wheel of giving, receiving, and 
returning a favor. Confer Seneca, De Beneficiis 1 :3  [ I I : p. 130].

[73] When you grant a favor to the worthy, you put all under 
obligations.

Erasmus [ §7 0 ]: "F or it is given to a virtue not to a man, and 
the good man uses thy benefit for all others.”  Not displeasing to 
Seneca is the answer of the benefactor: “ Thou hast obliged me 
more than thou thinkest”  (D e Ben. I I : 24 [I I :  163]). So it is 
the genius of society that it be sustained by mutual offices; hence, 
every one puts mutual love as its foundation.

[74] He who knows not how to give a benefit, asks one un
justly.

Erasmus [ §3 7 ]: "H e ought not to use the benefits of others 
who himself does benefit to none."

[75] He who declares that he has done a benefit, asks one.
Erasmus [ §49]: "Reminding one of a benefit given, is demand

ing a favor.”  Annaeus does not differ in De Beneficiis 2 : 11 
[I I :  251] : “ H e who reminds, demands back.”  Therefore, it is 
not the part of good breeding to inject, as it were, the mention of 
a buried benefit as a right of recovery; in a word, it is base to 
refer to a benefit among one’s payments.

[76] To give a benefit often, is to teach to give back.
Erasmus [ §52 ]: "H e  who often deserves well of another, pro

vokes to gratitude by a persistency in doing benefits." Insistence 
on persisting merit brings shame; shame a grateful mind; tinless 
he be a barefaced and uncovered head. The Monographer speaks
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cleverly, and Seneca (D e Ben. 1: 3 [11: 129]) disputes with him: 
“ He who follows up and hinders the former benefits by those that 
follow, extorts thanks even from a hard and forgetful mind.”

[77] You are content to miss joy when pain is also lost.
[Lat.p.30] [78] He loses his coins well when, being innocent, 

he gives them to a judge.
Erasmus [§63] : “ He who, when innocent, corrupts a judge 

with money, loses it, but for his own g ood ; consequently, he loses 
it well.”  See many examples in Zvingero, page 1069 and 1212. 
They who shall act legally before an evil judge will often act 
pecuniarily, unless they wish the case to fail from their own fault. 
W e read that the Romans had frequent experience of judicial 
*********** (gifteaters) of this kind, who commonly pronounced 
sentence in favor of those who filled their purse.

[79] Well has he lived who has been able to die when he willed.
[80] A well-wisher’s mind is truest kinship. [See sentence 

125.]
[81] A benign man thinks also of a cause.
Erasmus [§57] : “ He who is liberal does not wait to be asked 

but seeks the occasion of giving alms.”  Benign givers anticipate 
prayers, and seek for an opportunity of giving, and invite to the 
enjoyment of the gift; just as trees, luxuriant and heavy with 
fruits, spontaneously bow their limbs and branches, and offer 
themselves to be plucked.

[82] ’Tis twice to die, to die at the command of another.
Erasmus [§ 4 1 ] : “ Men bear a natural death with even mind, a

forced death more grievously.”  When life is ended by disease, 
it is a great solace to the dying man and to those whom he leaves 
behind that he dies from necessity; but if the summons by death 
breaks in suddenly, the grief is doubled since the death does not 
seem to be from nature. Here comes the example of Drusus Libo, 
who put himself to death “ lest he die by the will of an enemy,” 
as Seneca says of him. (Epist. 70 [ I I I :  221].)

[83] Help is doubly grateful when offered over and above.
Erasmus [§36] : “ A  benefit extorted by prayers has lost a large

part of grace. What is offered and above is doubly grateful.” 
When you anticipate pressing necessities, the grace will be genuine 
from the fact that you have relieved the inquirer from his anxiety, 
[Led. p. 31] and moreover, have made him happy with benefits. 
It it also doubly grateful because you have merited it, and because
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you have conquered many by its means. "Grace, when it hastens 
to accomplishment, is the more grateful grace” (Ausonius, Epigr. 
8 4 [64]) ; add Seneca, De Beneficiis 2 : c. 12 [I I :  p. 152].

184] He is twice slain who perishes by his own weapons.
Erasmus [ §58] : “ A  calamity is more grievous to us, the occa

sion for which we ourselves have furnished. As if one has ele
vated a man to the magistracy by whom one is later turned down.” 
There is nothing more witty in our author’s pantomime. The mime 
is confirmed by the examples of Pompey, Caesar, Darius, Cicero, 
etc., who gave their neck to their proteges. Hannibal also says 
of his own Romans, that “ they can be conquered by arms.”  Justin 
[X X X .v , p. 241]. This sharp wit seems to be borrowed from 
the Aesopian apology concerning the eagle, which, when pierced 
in the breast, examined the wound, and— as it discerned the feath
ered arrow— “ Strange,”  it said, “ my own wing has given me to 
destruction.” Or of the countryman who cherished the torpid ser
pent to his bosom. Or of the horse to his rider who was driving 
him to his destruction.[65] Or of the ax that chopped the w ood : 
“ I perish,” said the wood, “ I am the cause of danger to myself.”  [66] 
For the rest, as nothing is more miserable in life, nothing more 
unhappy, so nothing is more common. You may also refer 
the gnome to *********** (manual workers) if you will; as the 
Virgilian Achemenides referred it to Aeneas (3 : 606 [v. I I :  pp. 
6 1 9 ,6 2 1 ]) :

“ If I perish, it will help to have perished by the hand of men.”
[85] Thou sinnest twice when thou renderest homage to a 

sinner.
Erasmus [§43] : “ For you both help him and also make your

self guilty of the same evil.”  For the same reason, Seneca the 
tragedian, in Troades 289 in my copy [67] says: “ The fault of all 
of them redounds. He who does not forbid sinning when he can, 
orders it."

[Lat. p. 32] [86] He conquers twice who in victory conquers 
self.

Erasmus [§56] : “ He who uses victory in a moderate way, first 
conquers his enemy and then his own mind.”  So likewise Scaliger: 
“ He who conquers himself, acts triumphantly in all things.”  Our

[64 Opera, Amstel. 1669, Epigr. 81, p. 25; in Delph. ed. =  v. I, Ep. 82.]
[65 Aesop, Paris 1769: p. 189.]
[66 Phaedrus, Argent. 1810: p. 155.]
[67 Gronov., Amster. 1682 ed. =  Act II, line 291, p. 398.]
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Goths deserved the praise of the ancients for this double victory; 
as from Augustine, De Civitate Dei, c. I, 3. 2 9 ; [68] Joh. Goth. 
L. 4. Historiae Svecicarum c. 6, likewise in the Swedish history 
of Gustavus Adolphus, p. 534.[69] The Romans felt differently as 
to themselves; as Seneca, Ep. 94 [I I I :  408], feels concerning 
Caesar, Pompey, Marius; “ Marius (he says) led an army, ambi
tion led Marius.” Add to this Camerarius, Horarum subcis. 3 : 
26 : 29: [I I I :  pp. 91-5, 99] : “ The faults whereby it is shameful 
for an emperor to be conquered are anger, savagery, cupidity, 
glory, ambition, etc.”

[87] Venus becomes sweet by blandishment, not by rule.
Erasmus [§47] : “ It is delightful when one is loved from the

mind, not when the woman’s compliance is extorted.” The line 
of Ovid is well known: “ Majesty and love do not reside in the 
same seat” [Metam. I I :  846-7, v. 2, p. 48].

[88] Mercy acquires good guardians.
Erasmus [§68] : “ Mercy to others deserves that others shall 

show favor to oneself if anything happens” ; and Zvingero, p. 308: 
“ If he has come to the aid of others, others will in turn come to 
his aid in times of adversity.”  This also is frequently inculcated 
by our author: confer Sirac. 29: 14, 15, 16; also 40 : 24.[70]

[89] Good repute has its own splendor in the darkness.
Erasmus [§61] : “ Honor in action cannot be rightly obscured.

For a light comes from its own bosom, if the opinion of the people 
does not answer.”

[90] When the mind issues good orders, money is made.
[91] That death is good to man which extinguished the evils 

of life.
Gruter [p. 5n], from a manuscript reads animi [quae extinguit] 

mala (which extinguishes the evils of the mind). Both senti
ments flow from a gentile error. The solemn formula of the 
Romans concerning the dead w as: “ if one is in death, [Lat. p. 33] 
he is in the shade of sensation” ; by which formula they established 
both idleness and the lack of the senses, but often doubtfully. 
Thus Seneca, Consolatio ad Polyb., says: “ What help is there in 
wasting away in grief which— if the dead have senses— thy brother

[68 V.29.5. 37-8.]
[69 Loccenius, 1662 ed.]
[70 Castellio Biblia Heb. 3.35; Eng. v.12-14; 48.V.23, Eng. v.24, respec

tively.]
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desires to put an end to" [ X X I V : v. 1 : 153]; and Ovid, De Ponto 
Eleg. 3 : [71] “ If there remain any sense after the obsequies” ; 
and Seneca, Octavia 1 : 2 : [72] “ If any sense remains in the shades.” 
W e are taught more openly by Ambrose in his book De Obitu 
Valentin. Consolatio [§45, v. 2 : p. 1186]— from which also we 
are made more sure as to the meaning o f our sentence— in the 
following w ords: “ The gentiles, who have no hope of the resurrec
tion, console themselves by this one saying, that the departed have 
no sensation after death, and thereby there remains no sense of 
pain.”  To the miserable especially, death is as a long hoped-for 
gate, as the goal and the most happy station. Therefore, Seneca 
in Consolatio ad Marciam 19 [I :  p. 203], calls death “ the losing 
and ending of all pains.” In the same book, chapter 20, when he 
makes speech of punishments and torments, he says: “ In this I 
see death” [ I :  p. 205].

[93] [73] To none is an hour good which is not evil to some one.
Erasmus [ §40] : “ There is no good fortune which does not 

border on another’s evil.” Nature so tempers the affairs of mor
tals that the joy and favor of one is another’s grief and hatred. 
What is taken away from is delivered to another; just as the stars, 
which ever go and return at their set times— when they are in 
the rising to us, to others they are setting; the day which they 
hide from us, they spread before others. So also the success of 
one presses on the evil lot of another. You may also refer the 
mime to time, if you will, according to Antiphon in Stobaeus, 
Serm. 6 [p. 78] : “ When there is sweetness, then somewhere there 
is also sadness.”

[Lat. p. 34\ [94] The good opinion of men is safer than money.
Erasmus [ §54] : “ It is safer to have a good reputation than to 

have riches.”  This opinion is not only safe and secure but it also 
brings rest to the mind, while riches both make one subject to 
danger, and allure and disgust the mind. Plautus in Mostellaria 
[p. 325] : “ If I have preserved a good reputation, I shall be 
sufficiently rich.”

[95] Prosperity must be sensibly sustained or it crushes you.

[71 III  lines 45-6, 3 ad fin. 8. In Delph. ed. II :113, 5.2510.]
[72 In Gronov. ed. 1682 =  Act. I, lines 13-14: p. 725.]
[73 92 Bona homini mors est, animi quae extinguit mala (G ood for man is 

death when it ends life’s miseries)— omitted by E.S., but it is included in 
Gruter in the 1604 & 1708 editions.]
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[96] The worst habit is that of good things.
Erasmus [§69] : “ That which has begun to become common, is 

rendered vile. There should be nothing dearer than good things. 
But that is dear which is rare.”  Erasmus, I Cent. V II.64,[74] has 
many remarks which apply here. But, according to Gruter [p, 
99], Castalio interprets this passage differently in Decad. vi, Obs. 
c. viii. Juvenal elegantly says: “ Pleasures are commended by 
their rarer use.”  [75] In this way a nature is acquired, so that 
beneath good things, to wit, riches, desires, etc., lie, as it were, 
deadly plagues, provided we use them to the point of nausea and 
loathing. “ It is often injurious to become accustomed even to 
good things,”  Mimus [line 187]. Just as we do not ascribe 
slaughter to the sword, so neither do we ascribe vices to these 
good things, but to abuse on the part of those using them.

[97] That is a good turpitude which rescues from danger.
Erasmus [§67 ]: “ Or this: quae periculum vindicat”— for in his

main text, Erasmus has indicat. “ The meaning is : It is better 
to be ashamed than to be annoyed. Shame is useful, whereby we 
are restrained from those things which we have done to our hurt.” 
I think Erasmus has correctly interpreted turpitudo as pudor 
(shame). For man would surely do many things which would 
lead him into danger unless shame, injected as it were from behind, 
with its hand held cupidities back, and checked them. Another 
meaning can also be brought out, to w it: “ In supreme dangers it is 
permissible to be at fault”— as Claudian has i t  [76] [Lat. p. 35]
as in diseases, according to the mime [1. 467] : “ Thou shalt deem 
nothing foul that is used as a remedy for health.” Thus, inclem
ency in a prince is not deemed foul if he is attacked by enemies 
on every side; so to the conquered general, a bad treaty and sup
pliant words are not reckoned as a fault.

[98] It is the mark of a good man to disappoint no one even 
in his death.

[99] He harms the good who has spared the evil.
Erasmus [ §64] : “ Injury redounds to the good when impunity

is given to the evil. For there will be fewer good men if once 
it is allowed to be evil with impunity.”  That the connivance of 
a prince is more injurious than his severity, is manifest from the

[74 Erasmus 2 : p. 287B.]
[75 Lib. IV , Sat. 11, lines 108: p. 109.]
[76 X X .l .596-7: vol. 2, p. 575.]
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fact that by reason of it both the evil and the good are incited to 
evils as by a stimulus. “ The greatest allurement to sin is the hope 
of impunity” (Cicero, pro Mil. 16 [v. V I I I :  433] ) ; confer Came- 
rarius, Hor. subc. 1. ult. [ I :  pp. 467-74]. Therefore, Sallust 
urges (in Catilin. 52 [77] and also in Jugurth. 31 [p. 2 70 ]), “ That 
ye destroy not the good by excusing the evil.”

[100] To imitate the words of goodness is greater than malice.
Erasmus [§53] : “ He who, being evil, speaks well, is more than 

evil.”  Such smooth and honeyed speakers— who speak, however, 
in accordance with the injurious words of parasitical, double
dealing, and crafty men— is denounced as Erebus itself and the jaws 
of Avernus by no few number of authors; [78] for such men are 
most like those who while flattering their enemy offer him a poi
soned cup. O f Nero, the most wicked Phaëthon of the world and 
of men, we read that he flattered his mother to the end that he 
might cover his matricide by decent and fine words.[79] Similar 
frauds are found in Tiberius, in Greece; hence they are called 
“ Pelasgian” [80] and “ Tiberian arts.”  Let, then, our lips be in 
harmony with our mind, and not crafty and insidious; let them 
be without paint, a veil, covers, and let them not imitate (as our 
author finely puts it) the words of goodness.

[Lat. p. 36] [101] Next to the good of justice is severity.
Erasmus [§65] : “ For severity is more right and exact justice, 

yet verging toward clemency.” Or the meaning is rather: Justice 
ever effects g o o d ; but in supplications, when moderation is difficult, 
it is more satisfactory that justice incline to severity rather than 
to indulgence. This is the author’s judgment, as above.

[102] The crime of the good is useful misery.
Erasmus [§60] : “ If he is unfortunate who has lived well, this 

is imputed' to virtue, to which— they say— fortune is opposed.” 
Or thus: “ When an upright man needs necessities, he tends to 
come into disgrace with good men who, with virtue, do not have 
honor.”  [81] Scaliger [Gruter, p. 566] : “ The contrary is rightly 
included in the Greek verse: ** ** ******** *** * * * * *  ******** (The 
most general good is the luck of the fortunate) ; another contrary is : 
**** ******* * *  ** ******* * * * * * * * * * *  (The rebuke of the gods renders

[77 L V , p. 156.]
[78 See Aeneid V I 1. 201, vol. 2 : p. 975.]
[79 Suetonius, ch. X X X I V : v. 2 : pp. 244-50; X X X V  fin : 2 : p. 255.]
[80 Aeneid I I 1.152.]
[81 Zvingero, p. 1457.]
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the wicked happy). The hexametrical proverbialist Ausonius 
attributes to Cleobulus of Lindus: “ The sting of fortune is un
merited misery.” [82]

[ 103] Wrath against a good man soon dies.
Gothofredo [83] and H. Stephens read: bonum apud virtim. It 

is the same as “ to drink to a friend,”  Plautus; [84] “ to sup with 
one,” Gellius; [85] “ a chaste woman with a man,”  our own author 
below [line 113: Casta (e tc .)] . Erasmus [§66] : “ With evil men 
anger is slow to subside, with good men it is quick.” Sufficient 
are the words of Normann of blessed memory: “ Free and generous 
minds are incited by their choler and bile, and take fire quickly 
and again are quickly burned out,”  etc. Be sure to compare 
Valere Maxime 4 : 2 [v. 2 : pp. 30-4] with Rupertus at that 
place.[86] Schriv. Thes. 3 : 20, 21.

[104] In a strange evil, it is good to view the things that are 
to be shunned.

Erasmus [§38] and likewise Plautus:[87] [Lat. p. 37] “ He is 
happily wise who is wise in a strange evil. You will learn what 
is to be shunned by you, not from your own evil but from taking 
example in the evils of others.” Elsewhere Plautus says: “ It is 
more pleasant to thee to become taught from others than for others 
to become taught from thee.”  [88]

[105] Bonum est etiam bona verba inimicis reddere.
[106] Good may indeed be suppressed, but never extinguished. 
Nequarn is read instead of nequaquam, on the basis of Scaliger’s

conjecture; Gruter, on the authority of an MS, reads bonum quod 
est, si premitur, nequaquam extinguitur (if what is good is sup
pressed, it is never extinguished), and he adds: “ thus spake an 
ancient age” [Gruter, p. 5]. Erasmus [§55] : “ Truth and justice 
can be suppressed for a time, but it emerges later.” O f virtue, 
Seneca says, De Tranquillitate 3 [v. I : p. 252] : “ Virtue even 
though obscure is never hidden; it sends out its signs” ; and in his 
Epistle 79 [ I I I : p. 282] : [89] “ No virtue is concealed.”  Because

[82 Septem Sapientum 1. 16-17, p. 91.]
[83 Gothofredo, L. A. Seneca, Basil. 1593: p. 275.] 
[84 Asinaria IV .2 : 16-17, p. 79.]
[83 Lib. XIX.vii.1, p. 841.]
[88 Lib. IV . cap.ii: pp. 277-80.]
[87 Mercator IV.v.line 40: p. 487.]
[88 persa IV.iii.lines 70-1: p. 618.]
[89 See Swedenborg’s Cerebrum 1203, Codex 37.1.]
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of envy, virtue rarely brings thanks among the living, but after 
death their riper fame shines out and sparkles; and it is to be 
feared that this fable sports with many of whom we generate 
merely the ghosts and shades.

[107] A good mind, when injured, is much more seriously 
angered.

Erasmus [ §44] : “ A  gentle mind, when enkindled, is more 
vehemently moved.” See also below, our mime 198 [?248]. 
Cicero I. De Legibus: [90] “ It is a characteristic of good men to be 
somewhat irascible.”  It is justly provided by the Deity, that the 
anger of the upright should be sharper, lest innocence and sim
plicity be troubled by the unrighteous. Their anger is “ more 
serious” because under it lies a juster cause, and it does not rage 
unless it has been long stirred up; yet it subsides and falls back 
more quickly than it has become fired, as our author has just 
pointed out. [Line 103, Gruter, p. 105.]

[108] A good mind never accommodates its respect to an 
errant mind.

Erasmus [§48] : [Lat. p. 38] “ One who is upright never gives 
assent to one who sins.”

[109] A short mind is itself the memory of wrath.
Gruter [p. 5], on the basis of a Dutch manuscript, reads dif

ferently : Breve amans est ipse memoratio vel memorata iracun
diae (a short lover is the memory of wrath). Barthius not 
ineptly conjectures: brevis amanti est ipsa memoria iracundiae (to 
a lover, the memory of wrath is short) ; and in the latest conjec
ture of Gruter is brevissima esto memoria iracundiae (let the mem
ory of wrath be brief [Gruter, p. 105]). Or, if you prefer it, 
levis mens (a light mind), which both is more wrathful and longer 
remembers its wrath. See Seneca, De Tranquil, c. 2 [1 : 246-50], 
and De Constantia c. 10 [ib. p. 293]. For the rest, it will be 
permitted to understand by men “ of short mind,”  those who are 
“ pusillanimous, narrow,”  as they are called by Seneca ; “ humble 
and narrow,”  as called by Pliny.[92] By the Greeks, they are called 
************ (little-minded), and by u s : *****  * *  ********, ********, 
borriga (hot-headed, small-minded, stubborn) ; like women, the

[ 90 D e  L eg ibus I.v ii.1 6 : p. 188.]
[91 Gruter confesses he cannot understand any of the readings (p. 5 ), and 

therefore he makes the conjecture mentioned in the text.]
[92 X XII.51, vol. 7, p. 3366.]
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sick, the old, children, the miserable. “ The most angry of all are 
infants and the old and the sick and the weak, and everything 
weak by nature is querulous.”  Seneca, De Ira I. 13 fin. [ I : p. 
18] ; add to this Lib. I II c. 9 fin. [ib. 75], and Marcellus 27, 
De Ira.

[110] Short is life but too long for the evil.
[ 111] The eyes are blind when the mind is otherwise occupied.
[112] He is out of danger who is cautious when safe.
To the same caution belongs the mime in Gruter [line 706] : 

“ If you wish to fear nothing, you will be afraid of all things.” 
There, caution in the midst of security is commended.

[113] A chaste wife rules by complying with her husband. 
Erasmus [§ 7 8 ] : “ A  modest wife obtains this by her compliance,

so that the husband does what he wills; and she obtains it the 
more when she complies than when she demands.”  He praises 
two qualities in a matron, [Lat. p. 39] chastity and compliance. 
The ancients— that they might rule their consort in turn by per
suasion, prayer, compliance— set Mercury by the side of Venus, 
and the goddesses of Persuasion by the Graces. (Plutarch, Prae- 
cepta conj. 2.[93])

[114] He whom chance has often passed by, sometimes finds. 
This is set forth in so many words in Hercules Furens 328 [94]

Quem saepe transit casus, aliquando invenit. Seneca, the philoso
pher, thus extols this: “ I am sometimes amazed that dangers have 
come to me which have roved around me”  (D e Tranq. X I. [ I : 
p. 265 ]).

[115] Mind you think no man a friend save him you have 
tried.

[116] No occasion of caution is to be put aside.
Erasmus [§72] : “ You can never take too much care. Some

times the occasion of injury is to be put away, that of caution 
never.”

[117] Beware of beginning what you will later repent of.
[118] The scar of conscience is as bad as a wound.
[119] Danger comes more swiftly when it is despised. 
Erasmus [ §77 ]: “ There is more danger for those who neglect

it than for those who take precaution.”  Thus, the enemy, fire, 
disease, very often come from contempt and negligence.

[93 Vol. V I, p. 523.]
[94 Act. II, p. 26. See Erasmus §.570.]
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[ 120] Swift ignominy is the glory of the proud.
Erasmus [§79] : “ Infamy ever follows arrogance; and he who 

makes insolent use of glory falls into ignominy.” Pride and 
empty glory never long bring praise; for they who burn and swell 
with the empty search for praise, and, foolishly seize upon vain 
glory, are either driven precipitously back to their own ruin or 
are everywhere carped at in sinister words.

[Lat. p. 40] [121] The joys of the unrighteous quickly come 
to destruction.

Erasmus [ §85 ] : “ The evil have no long enduring happiness.” 
Seneca, Epist. 74 [I I I ;  p. 245], speaking of a robber, says: “ The 
pleasure of the spoil of a robber to whom spoil has successfully 
come, never endured to his posterity.”  Add Cato, Disticha 2 ; 
23,[95] and my beloved Father’s note there.

[122] By the forgetting of civil war is defense.
If the state is void of internal dissensions, it is defended, to 

wit, by its members and by the concord, the arms, and the minds 
of its citizens. On the other hand, enemies excite and aid the 
will and contentions and disputes of its parts for its destruction. 
And the citizens themselves turn their own hands, as it were, into 
their bowels. That this is the truth is taught us by the ruins of 
the greatest empires.

[123] Force a lover to anger if you wish him to love.
[124] A pleasant companion on the way serves as a carriage.
Erasmus [ §84] : “ This verse is cited by A. Gellius” [p. 781].

A  pleasant converser causes you not to feel the weariness of life 
[on the way], just as if you were being carried in a carriage. 
Hence Ovid 2 ; De Ponto 3 : 35.[96]

“ The road of speech seems oft to us a shortened road.”  Add 
Seneca, De Brevitate Vitae 9 [I I : p. 57].

[125] Conjunction of mind is the greatest kinship.
Erasmus [§5 0 -1 ]: “ Mutual benevolence binds minds together

more closely than blood relationship. Perhaps this verse is to 
be read thus: A  benevolent mind is the greatest kinship, for in 
this way the verse is clear, and it was found in this letter, namely, 
B .”  As agreeing with Erasmus, so read the Dutch manuscripts

[96 Stockholm 1681: pp. 94-98; Amster. 1754: p. 186; 1810: p. 207.]
[96 11.10.35: III.48.]
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of Gothofredo and Henry Stephens; add Cicero, Offic. 1: 7,[97] 
and Quintilian, Declamat. 16.[98]

[126] Conscientiae potius, quant farnae attenderis.
[Lat. p. 41] [127] Consider what thou sayest, not what thou 

thinkest.
For human courts inquire into the manner not of man’s thought 

but of his speech.
[128] Many can hit on a plan, but the experienced find the 

way out.
[129] You will conquer better by counsel than by wrath.
Erasmus [§ 8 0 ]: “ Wrath is precipitous, prudence sedate; by

the latter you will more quickly effect what you desire than by 
violence and ferocity.” Anger and counsel, i.e., reason, are oppo
sites, as stated in Seneca, De Ira 3 : 27 [ I :  p. 93]. That in 
counsels and prudence there is more power of persuasion than in 
wrath, is taught us by the examples of Nathan given to David, 
2 Samuel 12; of Menenius Agrippa to the Roman people, Florus 
1: 23 [p. 33], and of Emund, imitating them as it were, to King 
Olaus (Loccenius, p. 64), who prudently and in lively colors, 
under the guise of fables, dissuades from those things which none 
has ever obtained by anger.

[130] We bear with accustomed vices, and do not reprove 
them.

The Belgian manuscript reads ferri non reprehendimus[99] 
W e are not accustomed to attach punishment to public and general 
crimes; “ not rightly wouldst thou wrathful be with public crime.” 
(Seneca, De Beneficiis 7 : 28 [I I : p. 333], and De Ira 3 : 26 [ I :  
p. 91 ].) For when vices are turned into custom, there ceases to 
be room for remedies; “ for when error has become public, it holds 
the place of righteousness among us” (ibid.). Therefore, no 
punishment is publicly proclaimed against the haughty, the lux
uriant, the sordid, the imperious, the spiteful, hypocrites, tale
bearers, the passionate, lest— more frequently than is just— re
venge be exercised on faults which common error has made 
familiar.

[131] To be despised of wisdom is more grievous than to be 
beaten.

[97 De Officiis, vol. 16: pp. 290-91.]
[98 Ox. 1692: p. 169.]
[99 See Erasmus §. 320.]
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The manuscripts do not agree. Gruter [p. 116] reads [Con- 
temni] levius stultitiae [est, quam percuti (to be despised of 
stupidity is easier than to be beaten)], exactly as in Proverbs 17:
10. Erasmus [§83] from his copy reads: [contemni est] levius 
quam stultitia percati, on which words he writes: “ It is more, 
satisfactory to be despised for virtue [Lat. p. 42] than to do some 
stupid deed.”  On this mime, Zvingero speaks on pages 662, 755 
and 848. But perhaps our Syrus here acts the Stoic, so that 
under the name of stupidity he means those who are not wise and 
cultivated in the Stoic sense. These are also called insane by 
Tullius in Paradox, [v. 17: p. 100] ; see Horace, 2. Sat. 3 [p. 173] 
and Seneca, De Beneficiis 2 : 35 [I I :  p. 172], and Epist. 37 [I I I : 
p. 111]. Hence, “ to be smitten by stupidity” will be, to be called 
stupid and being excluded from the number of the wise, to be 
numbered among stupid and low people; which yet, in the judg
ment of our author, will not be so grievous as to be despised, to 
be held in the lowest place, and to obtain no rating, place, and 
name among the wise. It is to this, perhaps, that Seneca has 
regard in Consolatio ad Helv. 13 fin. [ I : p. 134] : “ I know that 
some say nothing is more grave than contempt” ; but he proves 
the contrary (Epist. 105 [IV : pp. 4 6 -8 ]).

[132] Contemni levius stultitiae est, quam percuti.
[133] Against the lucky one, scarcely a god has strength.
[134] To counter ignorance, too much breadth of mind is 

fatuous.
[135] H e leaves the crime to life who desires death.
Erasmus [§86] : “ He seems to accuse his own life who desires

death.” Seneca says almost the same thing in Controvers. VI II.4 
[p. 611 ]: “ I know not of what crime he was conscious, that he 
betook himself to death.”  Like those who, in diseases, captivity, 
misfortune, danger, and other weariness of life, anticipated their 
fate— as was the custom with the Romans.

[136] An intemperate patient makes a cruel doctor.
Erasmus [§74] : “ The intemperance of a sick patient causes the

doctor to be compelled to go down to harsher remedies, namely, 
cutting, burning, and the like.” If he is incontinent in his way 
of life, intemperate, luxurious, lewd, he weakens the power of a 
healthy body, and much more in the case of sickness. Seneca 
testifies to almost the same thing respecting this intemperance in 
his Epistle 97 fin. [I V : pp. 6-7] and Epist. 123 fin. [IV : p. 142].

[137] Barbarous, not brave, is he who kills a child.
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[Lat. p. 43] [138] Reproach in a matter of adversity is cruel.
Erasmus [ §71 ] : “ A  friend should be comforted not reproved in 

matters of affliction.”
[139] Cruelty is fed, not broken, by tears.
[141] [100] He to whom all speak well, possesses the goods of 

the people.
Being accepted as a ruler, he has a right over all the goods of 

the citizens; as Pliny says (Panegyricus 27 fin. [p. 1184]) of 
Trajan: “ He whose whole is every one’s, has just so much as 
every one has.”  and vice versa.

[142] He who is allowed more than is just, desires more than 
he is allowed.

Erasmus [§87] : “ I have taken the following verse from Gellius : 
He to whom more is permitted than is equitable, takes more to 
himself than is proper. This has its illustration in tyrants and 
wives.”  This is the nature of license, that if it enjoy loose reins 
it is, as it were, unbridled and without self-control, and roves off 
into the immense space; as is usually the case in riches, dignities, 
fortune, faults. And— what you will marvel at— the more lowly 
the place from which the dignitaries have risen, and the lighter 
the seed of power from which they were born, the higher is it 
their intention and vow to ascend, and “ to fly above the coasts 
of men.”  To this alludes the Tragedian Seneca in Troades 
3 3 7 :[l01] “ Least is it proper to free him to whom much is al
lowed.”  The same occurs in Hippolytus 215:[102] “ Because he is 
not able, he wills to be able who is the least able.”  I remember 
also in his Epistles, a mime which reads to the same effect.

[143] Him to whom you have always given, when you refuse 
him, you order to seise.

Erasmus [§73] : “ One whom you have always accustomed to 
receive, thinks what is given is his due, so that if you refuse him, 
he is prepared to take by force. [Lat. p. 44] This concerns 
Magnates in a peculiar way.” As it was the custom among the 
Romans to give golden crowns to triumphants, it became in time 
a debt. See Brisson, De Formul. [L. I I : p. 234]. “ What in the

[100 140 Cui nolis saepe irasci, irascaris semel ( Lose your temper once for 
all with the man with whom you don't want to lose it often)— omitted by E.S., 
but included in Gruter in the 1604 & 1708 editions.]

[ 101 II. line 336 : p. 400— Amster. 1682 ed.]
[102 Act I . 1. 215: p. 233— Amster. 1682 ed.]
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beginning was a benefit by use and age became a due” (Sym - 
machus, Ep. 10: 61 [6 8 6 ]), or from another mime you under
stand our author to mean: “ By frequent pardoning you give room 
for injury” [line 682]. 

[144] That can happen to any one that happens to every one.
Whether it be good or evil, what happens to one can happen

to any; such as dangers, diseases, dignity, favor. This is cited 
by Seneca, De Tranquil. X I  [v. I : p. 265], with the grand eulogy 
that: Publius is more vehement than the tragic and comic wits, and 
his words look to the gallery, and are powerful for the tragedian 
and not only for the comedian. He also illustrates this mime by 
the examples of Pompeius, Seianus, Mithridates, Croesus, Ptole- 
maeus. Again, it is cited in [Consolatio] ad Marc. 9 [ I : p. 188], 
where Annaeus calls this verse characteristic and worthy; and 
Lipsius, in his note there [103] and in his Epist. cent. 1 : 26,[l04] 
says it is worthy of a more severe audience and ear, and of Tha- 
letas. In the place cited from Annaeus, there is a corruption, 
reading: est enim e populo (for it is from the people) ; perhaps 
it would be more correctly, est enim e Publio [105] (for it is from 
Publius) ; or, as Rutgersius has so finely restored it (Var. Lect.
1. 6, p. 550) : egregium versum et dignum audi: Qui non? Publii 
Syri est (I  heard a singular and worthy verse. W hy not? It is 
by Publius Syrus) ; others amend the passage differently. Seneca 
alludes to the mime in De Constantia 19 [ I : p. 290] ; as admitted 
by Lipsius [v. 6 : p. 186] : “ For if any one can bring contumely, 
who is there that cannot?”  Also Epist. 98 [v. I I : p. 10 ]: “ What
ever could have happened, can happen.”  A  not unlike phrase 
occurs in Cicero, Tuscul. Quaest., p. 153 [106] which is cited by 
Gruter.[107] 

[145] Patience is a remedy for every grief.
Erasmus [§81] : [Lat. p. 45] “ Every grief is softened by pa

tience. Different things are remedies for different ills, but patience 
is the common soother of all ills.”  Seneca, 1. 3 De Ira, c. 36 [ I :  
p. 82], puts it finely: “ There is one relief for immense evils—  
to be patient, and to submit to necessities.”

[103 Lipsius, vol. 6 : p. 112.]
[ 104 Lipsius, vol. 2 : p. 24.]
[105 Lipsius, vol. 6 : pp. 111-12; confer Lips. 1: p. 253a-b.]
[106 Lib.III.14: vol. 15: p. 129.]
[1 0 7  P age  1 24 .]
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[146] When the citizens await the death of a man they have 
hated his life.[108]

This mime is differently read by different editors; but always 
with the same sense. Erasmus [§75] : “ His life must needs have 
been hated whose death is awaited by his friends.” Of like keen
ness is the saying by the tragic Seneca, Oedipus [A ct I I ] ,  243 
[p. 318 ]: “ None regrets the dead whom he feared when injured.”

[147] In regarding the avaricious you ask for harm.
[148] No one returns to the enemy’s good graces with, safety.
Erasmus [§ 7 6 ]: “ One must not at once trust an enemy. Benev

olence is easily dissolved but not easily repaired, and the anger of 
all men grows old very slowly.”  See examples in Camerarius, 
Med. Hist. 3 : 55 [v. I I I  pp. 193-7], Richter, Axiom. Polit. 321, 
[A x .] Histor. 275.

[149] When vices pay, the doer of the right is at fault.
[150] To blame when there is need of help is to damn.
A  Belgian Codex reads: damna ne objurgare. Erasmus [§89] : 

“ When an afflicted friend needs help, then to blame him is not 
helpful, but it is condemning him. First he must be rescued from 
his calamity, and afterwards be blamed because he had fallen into 
it of his own fault.”  See Seneca, L. 2 : De Benefic. c. 6 [v. I I : p. 
148] and, moreover, above [line 138], crudelis [est] in, etc.

[151] The condemned man’s tongue has utterance, not force.
[152] Gain with an evil report is to be called a loss.
Erasmus [§100] : “ Gain with the loss of reputation is an injury

not a gain.”  Scaliger: “ It is an old saying of the Greeks, ****** 
******* ******* *** ******* ([Gruter, p. 566], troublesome gain always 
brings harm).”  Infamous gain is a harm [Lat. p. 46] because 
both reputation is lost and almost all the virtues are banished. 
Just as Hesiod says: “ ill-gotten gain is the same in its spend
ing”  ; [109] and Pindar: “ What is sweet save the just. H e holds 
destruction to be most bitter.” [110] See Erasmus, Adagiorum, 
my copy page 481 [v. 2 : p. 793C].

[153] Injury rarely comes save from abundance.

[108 Substituted by E.S. f o r : Cum omes, non sapias; aut cum sapias, non 
ames (Love means you can’t be w ise; wisdom means you can’t be in love) in 
Gruter, included in the 1604 & 1708 editions—not in Scaliger; see Scaliger's 
Poems, p. 239.]

[109 Bohn’s ed. of Hesiod, p. 92; Leip. 1746, p. 55— Opera ac Dies line 349.]
[110 Bohn’s edition, p. 160: Zeta §67-8.]
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The richer one is, the nearer to him is the loss of riches, for 
overmuch wealth gives opportunity for much loss. For the rich 
man must fear the voyage, thieves, the enemy— dangers unknown 
to the poor. See Seneca, De Tranquillitate, c. 8 [v. 1: 258] and 
Lactantius, De Cultu Dei, 7 : 12.[111] 

[154] Dari bonum, quod potuit, auferri potest.
[156] Do not speak ill of an enemy, but think ill.
Erasmus [§92] : “ If you have thought of injuring your enemy,

beware of speaking ill, for he will be on his guard. It is, there
fore, stupid to curse. For if one is a friend, you in this way do 
iniquity, and if an enemy, you do not in the least injure him.” 
Others read si cogites (even if you should think it) .[113] In the 
mimes that follow, our author says [line 837] : “ It is more satis
factory to dissimulate than even to be revenged” ; and the mime 
in Gruter [line 536] : “ Mute grief thinks many evil things.”  To 
conceal plots against enemies is a matter of prudence— an act 
which Livy praises in the Sabines, to wit, “ that they did not 
reveal their plans until war had been brought in.”  [114] Here we 
are reminded by the gentiles, that we injure not our enemies by 
curses, if we are unable to obtain reprisal; but the holier philoso
phy of Christ rises higher, teaching that we should not think ill.

[157] Deliberation teaches wisdom.
[158] Deliberation often means a chance is lost.
[159] What is to be established once must long be delib

erated on.
Erasmus [§97] : “ O f a matter on which you can decide only 

once, such as matrimony, [Lat. p. 47] long deliberation should be 
made before you enter upon it.”

[160] Deliberations are useful things; delay is the safest 
course.

Erasmus [§93] : “ Deliberate counsels are the safest; for pre
cipitous counsels are generally unauspicious.”

[161] Whoever gives credit to error is insane.
This mime is inserted in the sentences of Seneca, De Beneficiis 

4 : 36 [v. I I : 2 3 6 ]: “ I will not only take back what I have rashly 
promised, but will reseek what I have not rightly given; he who

[111 ( ? )  V I :  12 ( I :  758-72).]
[112 Sentence 155 in Gruter =  S’s 163b— see below.]
[113 Gruter, p. 133.]
[114 V ol. 1 : p. 29.]
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shows faith to error is insane— demens est, qui fidem praestat 
errori.”  Reason also dictates that faith is not to be kept, i.e., 
one is not to stand by promises where there is error. Or, put it 
thus: One must not believe in every rumor, or turn one’s ears to 
every slightest breath, and report. Cicero, De Petitione Con- 
sulatus [v. 17: p. 127] says: "The joints and nerves of wisdom 
are, not rashly to believe.”

[162] I trow the gods smile when the lucky man invokes.
[163] You ought to despise what you can lose. [See line 53.]
Others read: aspicere oportet. Erasmus [§9] : “ Preserve what

you do not wish to lose. But the eye, i.e., the master’s own pres
ence, is the best guard.”

[163a] The needy lack many things, the avaricious all.[115]
This is cited from Seneca, Epistolae, 108 [v. IV : 56]. Others 

read: parva[116] et pauca[117] inopiae desunt. Avarice is here 
opposed to need, as being indigent; but previously it was opposed 
to luxury, as being abundant.

[163b] Women forget to weep for a lie.[118]
Erasmus [ §95]: "That is, a woman will never forget this.”  

Many of the ancients agree as to this weeping of women. O v id : 
[Lat. p. 48] “ They taught their eyes that they might weep.”  [119] 
And elsewhere:

“ And the eyes also are forced and learn to shed tears.”  And 
Cato 3 : 21 [p. 135]:

“ When a woman weeps, she lays her snares with tears” ; at 
which passage see my dear Parent’s notes. So likewise the Gru- 
terian mime [1. 423]: “ With women, the tear is the larking place 
of malice.”  The same is also confessed by Seneca 1. i, cap. 12, 
and Consolatio ad Helv. 16 [I :  p. 136], and most acutely in De 
Tranquillitate 15 [ I :  p. 272]: “ Grief is the simplest thing for 
dissimulation.”

[164] What the day gives, fear; soon comes the theft.
Some codices have dives quod (what the gods give). Erasmus 

[ 1 0 2 ] :  “ What happens suddenly, fortune usually takes away.” 
Perhaps teneas (what the day gives, hold) should be read for 
timeas.

[115 Cf. sentence 357 in Gruter, 1708 edition.]
[116 Erasmus,  191.]
[117 Gruter, sentence 314.]
[118 This is line 155 in Gruter, 1708 edition]
[119 Remedia Amoris, line 690, or Lib. I I : 1.294, vol. 1 : p. 274.]
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[166] [120] It behooves to give a diffident ear to crime.
Erasmus [§ 9 8 ] : “ One does not readily believe the accuser of

a person.” Plautus in Pseudolus 1 : 5 [121] deals with this in a 
very pleasant and true way: “ Men (he says) who tattle about 
crimes, and those who listen to them— if it be avowed me to judge 
— depend, the tattlers on their tongues, the hearers on their ears.”  
Therefore, Pliny bare much gratitude to Trajan because he never 
gave ear to the accusation of informers. Panegyricus, chap. 34 
[pp. 1196-8].

[167] What is not known to be removed, is not missed.
Erasmus [§103] : “ There is no injury if it is not felt.”  This

truth of the author, among his keener verses, is thus extolled by 
Seneca, Epist. 4 [v. I I I  9 ] :  “ The loss of nothing is easier than 
those which when lost cannot be desired” ; [Lat. p. 49] and Epist. 
30 [I I I :  95] : “ H e is insane who fears what he will not feel” ; 
and Epist. 42 [I I I :  193] : “ You should know that the damage is 
not injurious but one’s opinion of the damage; no one feels that 
he has lost these, but he thinks” ; likewise De Brevitate Vitae 8 
[ I I : 5 6 ]: “ The loss of an unknown loss is tolerable.”

[168] Tomorrow is the disciple of yesterday.
Erasmus [ §88] : “ By the daily experience of affairs, we are 

made more prudent” : see Zvingero, pages 69 and 1379. Livy, 
12: 39,[122] aptly says: “ Time and the day makes us better, more 
prudent, more constant.”  Hence also, former days are called by 
Pindar [Olympia I , 1. 54] : ********* *********** (prudent wit
nesses) ; and by others: vitae magistri (masters of life). Hence 
also, the day and the diligence of a longer period has drawn forth 
so many things to light, and daily continues to do so.

[169] Discord is a clearer concord.
Erasmus [ §96] : “ The anger of lovers is the reintegration of 

love.”  O f Cinna, Seneca, De dementia 1: 9 [I I : pp. 15-17] 
relates that when he was first Augustus’ guest, he was then a 
traitor, but afterwards he was truly a friend, and was left as sole 
heir. So De Ira 2 : 34 [ I :  60] concerning the Roman hosts, that 
they became the most faithful companions— exactly as the other

[ 12° 165 Dives quod donat, timeas; cito raptum venit ( What wealth gives, 
fear; soon comes the theft) — omitted by E.S., but included in Gruter in the 
1604 & 1708 editions; omitted also by Scaliger.]

[121 Lines 12-14, p. 513.]
[122 X XII.39, vol. I I I :  p. 180.]
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mime: “ From much strife, grace becomes more beautiful.” 
[Line 203.]

[170] Discute quod audios omne, quod credos proba.
[171] War must be long prepared for, if you would conquer 

quickly.
Erasmus [ §90] : “ They who are too hasty in attacking, some

times accomplish very slowly. Delay in preparing is not a waste 
but a gain for the quicker accomplishment of the business.”

[172] Pain of mind is far more severe than bodily pain.
[173] Grief decreases when, as it grows, so it ceases to possess.
Erasmus [ §94]: “ When evil has come to its height, it is neces

sary that there be a loosening.”  Hence, in a clever way, the 
ambiguous word dolor (grief, pain). [Lat. p. 50] Seneca alludes 
to this in Quaest. nat. 3 : 27 [ I V : p. 257 ]: “ Grief loses its force 
in one who is unhappy beyond the sensation of an ill.”

[174] In the plan of the leader is the strength of the soldiers.
Erasmus [§101]: “ Strong soldiers are in vain unless governed

by the prudence of a leader.”  Among the requisites of making 
war, the greatest is the election of a leader who is skillful with 
many plans, while the young men are skillful with horses and 
strength; for every multitude, and all other necessaries of war, 
without a prudent leader are hardly other than immense machines 
without a skillful instructor, or a vast body without its director, 
the mind. Hence, an entire army very often is founded on a 
small band. Hence, when the governor of the soldiers is slain 
and changed, fortune, hope, and spirit soon nod and waver. See 
Livy, Hist. 19: 3 ; [123] Florus 1: 27,[124] and Rupert on this pas
sage p. [?n.] 8 and 26 and 33,[125] and Florus 2. 18. 11 [p. 74] 
with Freinshem [ed. 1674, p. 203] and Richter, Axiom. Histor. 266.

[175] Shun even a sweet that can grow bitter.
[176] The best time to die is when life is pleasant.
Erasmus [§9 9 ]: “When it is still sweet to live, then it is best

to die.” Scaliger: [126] “ Moreover, Martial says: [127]

‘In hard times it is easy to despise life.
‘He acts more bravely who can be miserable.’ ”

[128 Lib. V.19.3, vol. 1 : p. 461.]
[124 ?2.17.13, p. 72.]
[125 Rupert, ( ?) §. 25, p. 361, §. 26, p. 363, §. 33, p. 368.]
[126 Gruter, p. 566.]
[127 LXVII.15, p. 318.]
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That this is a verse worthy of the age of Augustus, is clear from 
the fact that it was very pleasing to the genius of those who fol
lowed next, as it was to Seneca in his flattering consolation ad
dressed to Polybus, c. 28 [29, v. 1 : 159] : “ Believe me, the greatest 
happiness is in the very happiness of dying” ; and in excerpts 
falsely ascribed to him [ I V :  400 [128]]. “ It is best to die when 
delightful to live.” Add his Consolatio ad Marciam, chap. 20 
[v. 1 : 204] : “ Death is better deserved by none than by those to 
whom it came before it was besought.”  Again in Epist. 54 fin. 
[v. I I I  157] : “ Praise and copy him who is not grieved over dying 
when delighted to live.” Our Syrus also says in the mimes that 
follow : “ T o die before invoking death is happy” [1. 419] ; and a 
little later: “ W e men never die better than when willingly we 
live” [1. 8 2 0 [129]]. [Lat. p. 51] In these places a more timely 
death and a briefer use of this light are spoken of as best and 
happy; therefore, by a comparison made between those goods 
which are snatched away, and those evils which are loosed or from 
which men are delivered, it is rather a losing than a snatching 
away, as Seneca says to Polybus in Consolatio, chap. 28 [v. I : 
158]. For all life is a continual anxiety of our minds, and to the 
Stoics it was almost a kind of torment, and a constant journey to 
faults and sins; therefore, with them, those were deemed best 
treated who— before the harsher fates and weakness of old age, 
and the longings for death, and even in their very flower and 
beginnings, and in the embraces and consolations of their friends—  
passed seasonably from the living to the highest tranquillity. In 
this sense, the conditions of death must be more severe when, 
after various labors, endured through gray hairs and wrinkles, and 
through sickness, one passes to a cold and, as it were, tired death. 
Besides that, the greatest desolation and bereavement of orphans 
and widows, and their most grievous longings, render more severe 
the departure of those who yield to a late fate. The end of delight 
in ease and sweetness itself is also commended. Hence, the actor 
in Eunuchus 3 : 5 says: “ By Jupiter! the time is come when I can 
suffer myself to be killed, lest life should mar this joy with some 
sorrow”  [Terence, p. 164].

[128 See vol. I V : p. 406; Lipsius 6 : p. 840.]
[129 Gruter, pages 18 & 33, respectively.]
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F lorus, L. A . Rerum Romanarum , R o t. 129, 174bis

1798— see Rupert. Freinshem . e d it io n .. . .  174

G elliu s , A ., Noctium Atticarum, Lugd.
Bat. 1706................................................................  int., 58, 72, 103

G oth ., J oh ., Lib. 4, ch. 6, Hist. Sveog.—
“ G em inae hujus v ictoria  (sc. v incere alios 
& se vincere) laudem  a priscis m eruere
G oth i nostri.” .......................................................  86

G othofredo, see Syrus.
G rotius , H., Op. Om. Theol.,

Am ster. 1769— ad M a tt ...................................  2
— ad E x o d ...................................  23

G ru ter , see Syrus.
G u evar a , A nt. de, Horologium Principum ,

1745— cf. vol. 2, ch. 21 : pp. 7 1 6 -1 7 ..............  63
“ L ’ H orloge des Princes avec le tres 
renom m e livre de M arc. Aurel. T r. de 
Castellan par N. de H erberay. A nvers 
1592 8 v o :  ‘ab extrem o uno ad alterum  
praecipites agi fem inas, non pauci m orum  
ipsarum censores firm ant.” ’

H esiod— Leip. 1746: p. 55 Opera ac Dies 
1.349— B ohn ’s ed., p. 92— “ m alum  lucrum
aequale d ispend io .” ...........................................  152

H ieronymus, Eusebius, Chronica E . ad
Olym. 184 A n. I I : praises Pub. S y r u s .. . .  int.
In M ich. “ A m icitia  pares aut fa cit aut
a cc ip it ; ubi inaequalitas et alterius
em inentia, alterius su b jectio  . . .” ............  25
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H o race , F. G ., Op. Om., L ondon  1825.........

[ Intellectual Repository 1842: pp. 60, 147 .. . .

J erom e , see Hieronymus

Justiniu s , M . I., H ist. Philippicarum, n.t- 
p a g e ...........................................................................

Ju ven al , J., Satirarum , Paris 1845................

L actan tiu s , L. C. F .— ‘ ‘Q uod tibi non vis 
fieri, alteri ne feceris ,”  de quo v id . Lact.
6 : 3 [? V . 6. 3 or V I. 3 . ] ......................................
“ D ives enim  naufragium , fures, hostem , 
ignota  pauperi pericula extim escet: vid . 
. . . L act. de cu ltu  D . 7 : 12 [? V I . 1 2 ] . . .  . 

L am pridiu s , A ., Vita Marcus Aurel.— “ quod 
tib i non  vis fieri, alteri me feceris . . . 
est d iv in i juris ******** et a M arco Aurelio 
ut oracu lum  culta, ut Lam prid. in ejus
v ita .” .........................................................................

L ib a n iu s , p. 8— see M orh of, Polyhistor Tom. 
I :  L. V I chap. II. 19: “ Inter am icos
d istin gu it” ..............................................................

L ipsiu s , Ivsto , L. Annae i Senecae Opera a L.
A n tverp . 1652 : L ib. I I ......................................

L ib. V I .....................................
“ F atente L ipsio, ‘Quis est enim qui non 
possit con tu m eliam facere, si quisquam  
p otest ’ ”  ; cf. V I. iii-2. See Syrus.

L iv iu s , Opera, A m ster. 1679:
V ol. I, L ib. 7.2 G ron . a d .............................
V ol. I ...................................................................
V ol. I l l ...............................................................

Loccenius, Joh ., Hist. Rerum Svec. Ups.
[1662] ..........................................

Lucanus, L. A ., Pharsalia, Am ster. 1651: 
L ib. V I I I  1.533, p. 145: “ A dversis non 
deesse decet, per laeta secu tos.” ...................

Sentence 
58, 131

d e d .]

58, 84 

56, 96

2

153

2

26

144 bis 
int., 144 bis

1
58, 156, 174 

168

6, 86, 129

24



M a c r o b iu s , A . A . T ., Opera, Lugd. Bat. 
1670: A m br. T heod . Saturnalia : II . 2 &
7: pp. 242 -5 , praises Pub. Syrus..............
&  (II . 7) cites “ Beneficium  d a n d o”  e tc .. . .

M a r c e l l u s , N onius— “ [D e  varia  sig. ver- 
b o ru m ] 27. de ira”  (that anger belongs to  
infants, the old, and the s ic k ) ......................

M a r t ia l , M . V ., Epigrammata, L ondon  
1823, 3 vo ls ............................................................

M artinu s , de Moribus: “ acuit intensio, 
frangit animum remissio” .............................

M o r h o f , D. G., Polyhistor, L ubecae 1 7 0 8 .. .

N o rrm a n n u s  [ ?  Laurentius] ............................
“ Erunt sales non ambiguis et m ordacibus
figuris aut livore et aerugine suffusi” : ........
“ Igneae et generosae m entes cholera  sua et 
bili incitatae et cito  ignescunt et c ito  rur- 
sus deflagrant, e tc .”
A uthor o f : De Figuris Sententiae atque 
elocutionis, Upsala 1690.

O v id , N aso, Operum, Am ster. 1649:
A m oru m .............................................................
A rtis  A m a toria e ..............................................
R em edia  A m oris .............................................
M eta m orp h oseon ...........................................
F a storu m ...........................................................
T r is tiu m .............................................................
E x  P o n t o ............................................................

P a t e r c u l u s , C aius Vellius, Hist. Romana, 
Lond. 1822.............................................................

P e t r o n iu s , A rb ite r : B ohn  ed. Proper &
Pet., p. 251— Latin  ed ., Petronius, Lond.
1707, p. 5 2 : “ Q uid putes inter C iceronem  
et Publium  interesse? ego alterum  pu to  
disertiorem  fuisse, alterum  honestiorem .” .
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S entence

[January,

int.
72

109 

58, 176

51
6,32

int.

32

20
3

163bbis
17, 87 

ded.
14

91, 124

58

int.



Se n te n c e

Ph a e d r u s : Fabulae Aesopiae , A rgent.
1810: p. C I I I ......................................................... ded., note
“ Fabella  quae cum  deperdite privignum  
deperisset, m ox eum  perosa, tandem  
m ortem  ejus, sua exp ia v it”  (T h us w om en
go from  one extrem e to  a n o th er )...................  63

P h il o , Op. Om.y F ranco. 16 9 1 ..........................  23

P h il o s t r a t u s , Philostratorum , Lips. 1709:
Epis. 6 1 : ******* * ******* ************** 
************  si tem ere vel casu cui verbu-
lum  exciderit, sunt qui illud excip iun t.” . . .  66

P in d a r , C. (B ohn  ed., p. 160): “ Q uod 
praeter justum  est dulce, exitium  habet
am arissim um .” ..................................................... 152
[e x  Isthm iis P andari] “ ********
**************"............................................................ 168

P l a u t u s , N . A ., Comoediae, Patav. 1725:
A m p h itru o .........................................................  17
A s in a r ia ..............................................................  103
C a p t iv i................................................................  17
C istellaria ........................................................... 38
M oste lla r ia ........................................................ int., 94
M e r c a to r ............................................................  104
P seu dolu s...........................................................  166
P ersa ..................................................................... 104
T rin u m m u s .......................................................  9, 50

P l i n y , C ., H ist. Nat. Paris 1741 .....................  58bis, 109
Epist. et P a n e g y i c ., Lips. 1727 .....................  69, 141, 166

P l u t a r c h , Op. Om., Lips. 1778:
v . V I  Praec. C o n j........................................... 113
v . V I I  D e  F o rtu n a ........................................  32
v . V I I I  de C up . D iv it ..................................  59
v . I X  A m a toriu s ............................................. 8, 5 1

P r o p e r t iu s , S. A ., Opera Omnia, Lond.
1 8 2 2 ...........................................................................  15, 16

P r u d e n t iu s , A ., Opera Omnia, Lond. 1824:
P sy ch om a ch ia .......................................................  54

P y t h a g o r a s , X y sti— §.222 .................................  8
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Sentence
Q uintilian  Marcus F., Declamationes,

Argent. 1698................................................. 26, 125

R abbelais , Theophrasti p. 473: “ Amor 
otioso causa solicitudinis,” ut dictum
Theophrasti..................................................  38

R ich ter , Greg.
Axiomata Oeconomica 28— De Hamane 2
Axiomata Historica 159 De Hamane 2
Axiomata Politica 119 De Hamane 2

“ An enemy not to be trusted" — Ax. Pol.
321, Ax. Historica 275................................. 148
“ All depends on the leader”— Ax. Hist.

266.............................................................  174
R ittersheim , see Salvianus.

R upert  in Florum ........................................... 174
in Valerius M a xim u s ................................... 103

R utgersius, Variarum Lectiones, Lugd.
Bat. 1618: Lib. 6 p. 550; Egregium versum
et dignum audi” etc...................................... 144
[see Morhof, vol. 2: p. 223.]

Sallust , C. Oeuvres, Paris 1823: Catilinae. . 42, 99
Jugurtha. . 47, 64, 99

Salvian u s , Ed. Rittersheim— Opera 1743 
page 10 cites: “ Aliena nobis, nostra plus 
aliis placent.” Rittersh. in notis, Syri 
esse agnoscit, et elogium ejus addit p. 47.. 11

Scaliger , Epist. 111— (see S yru s)..............  33
Sch riv . Thes. 3: 20, 21.................................. 103
Scriptura  Sacra—

I Samuel 20: 3 ......................................... 1
II Samuel 12............................................  129
Proverbs 17: 5, 10................................  14, 131
Tobit 4 :1 6 .....................................  2
Sirac 29: 8s; 14, 15, 16; 40: 24. .. 9, 88bis

Matthew 7: 1, 12................................  2, 6
Luke 6 :3 1 ,3 7 ,3 8 ......................... 2 ,6
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Sentence
Sen eca , L. A., Tragoediae, Amster. 1682 

(Gronov.)
Hercules Furens........................................... 7, 17, 114
Thyestes........................................................  40
Hippolytus....................................................  41, 142
Oedipus.........................................................  , 145
Troades.......................................................... 85, 142
Medea............................................................ 37
Hercules Furens Magnus (or Oetaeus).. . .  3
Octavia..........................................................  91

Opera 1782 Biponti, vols. 1-2:
De Ira, Lib. I ..............

Lib. I I .............
Lib. II I ...........

Consolatio ad Helv.. . . 
Consolatio ad Polyb... 
Consolatio ad Marciam
De Tranq. Animi..........
De Constant. Sapientis 
De Clementia Lib. I . ..
De Brev. Vitae.............
De Beneficiis Lib. I .. ..

Lib. I I . . 
Lib. III. . 
Lib. IV .. 
Lib. V ... 
Lib. V I.. 
Lib. VII.

................  109

.............................. 47, 169
..............4, 11, 109, 129, 130, 145
................  3, 131, 163b
.............................. 91, 176 bis
................  int., 91 bis, 144, 176
int., 14, 106, 109, 144, 153, 163b
................  109, 144
................  3, 169
..........................  int., 124, 167
........................................72bis, 76
........47, 52, 73, 75, 83, 131, 150
................  47
................  3, 37, 161
................  72

3, 24bis
................ 130

Ibid., vols. 3-4; Epistolae:
4 ...........  167 37 131 94 int., 2, 56a, 64, 86
8 int., 11, 13, 61 42 167 97 136
9 ...........   int. 47 .. 37 98 144, 150

15 51 54 . . . . . . .  176 99 23
19 9 70, 76 int., 82 105 131
29 52 74 . . . . . .  121 108 int., 163a
30 1, 167 79 . . . . . .  106 120 1
31 47 81 .. . . . .9 , 72 121 1
35 ........... 26 88 .. . . . .  37 123 136
Se n e c a , Opera, vols. 3—4 cont'd :

Natur. Quaest. Lib. I I I .........................................................  173
Lib. I V .........................................................  3
Lib. V I ......................................................... 1bis, 3

Fragmenta...................................... (? 32, 69, 71, 109, 130) 176
Opera, 1604 edition, Lib. 3, 7: Controv... int.

Lib. 8 Controv. 135
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Sentence
Simplicius— de D iogene et Zenone, p. 70 : “ Quis non ac-

cipere se potius, quam  dare beneficium  e x is t im e t ." ............  72
Spartianus p. 198 ..................................................................................  2
Stobaeus , J., Sententiae ex Thesauris Graecorum , Basil.

[1 5 4 9 ]  Serm on. 10, 6 ........................................................................  56a, 93
Suetonius , Opera, Rhenum  1620..................................................... 12, 100
Sw edenborg , E manuel, Cerebrum ................................................  106

Codex 3 7 ................................................................................................  17, 106
Hieroglyphic K e y ................................................................................. 64

Symmachus, Quintus A . Epistolarum , V ignon  1601................. 143
Syru s , Publius M im i— (E rasm us gives the first co llected  ed ition  o f  

Publius Syrus as Basil 1502. H is text was a C am bridge  M S ;
see Phaedri Fabulae, Argent. 1801  p. C I ) ,— L in es:

5 .................7 314. .163 536 . . .  .156
10 ...............67 322. . 16 563 ........ 72

113 .............103 357. .163a 650 .........47
138 ............... 150 419. .176 682 ___ 143
203 .............169 423. ,163b 706 . . .  .112
263 ................... 4 467. . 97 820 . . .  .176
287 ...............15 532. . 28 837 ___ 156

Gothofredo edition..........
Gruter, Lugd. Bat. 1708:— pages:

103, 125

1 ................ 2 49. . 11 88 ........ 72
3 ........ 40, 46 59. . 25 99 ........ 96
4 ...............54 62. . 28 105 107, 109
5 91, 106, 109 67. . 38 116 ----- 131

41 ................ 2 76. . 51 124 . . . . 144
42 ............ 4 bis 81. . 57 133 . . . .  156

Scaliger in Gruter ed. p . .. 565.....................
p .. . 566......................
Greek line 5 ...........
Greek line 24...........

Erasmus ed., Lips. 1818— paragraphs:

. . .  1, 4, 6, 8, 12 
49, 102, 152, 176

1 ...............13 12. . 4 23 ........ 59
2 ...............2 13. .[15] 25 ........ 57
3 ............... 46 14. . 58 26 ........ 54
4 ............... 64 15. . 16 27 ........ 42
5 ............... 41 16. . 17 28 ........ 11
6 ............... 63 17. . 5 29 ........ 20
7 ................. 7 18. . 34 30 ........ 49
8 ............... 23 19 . 3 31 ........ 36
9 .........  163 20... 50 32 ...........6

10 ............... 28 21 .. 55 35 ........ 51
11 ............... 12 22 .. 19 36 ........ 83
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Sy r u s— E rasm us ed. cont’d :
Paragraphs:

37 . . ............ 74 60

38 . . .. .  . .  104 61
39 . . ............. 71 62
40 . . ............. 93 63
41 . . ............. 82 64
42 . . ............. 69 65
43 . . ............. 85 66
44 . . ...........107 67
46 . . ............. 72 68
47 87 69
48 . . .......... 108 70
49 . . ............. 75 71
50 . . ...........125 72
51 . . ...........125 73
52 . . ............. 76 74
53 . . ...........100 75
54 . . ............ 94 76
55 . . ..........106 77
56 . . ............ 86 78
57 . . ............ 81 79
58 . . ............ 84 80
59 . . .............67 81

Sentence

102 83 . . . . 1 3 1
89 84 . . . . 1 2 4
66 85 . . . .1 2 1
78 86 . . . .  135
99 87 . . 142

101 88 . . . .  168
103 89 . . . .  150
97 90 . .  ..1 7 1
88 92 . . . .  156
96 93 . . . . 1 6 0
73 94 . . . .1 7 3

138 95 . . ..1 6 3 b
116 96 . . . .  169
143 97 . . . .  159
136 98 . . . .  166
146 99 . .  ..1 7 6
148 100 . . . . 1 5 2
119 101 . . . .  174
112 102 . . . .  164
120 103 . . . .  167
129 191 . . . .  163a
145 286 ..........56a

570 . .  ..1 1 4
Lipsius, vo l. V I  or S caliger............................................ 19, 52, 144
S ca liger......................................................................................................86
H . S tep h en s.................................................................................103, 125

Tacitus, C . C ., Opera, Parisiis 1776 (Lipsius v .5 ) 3
A nnalium  I V : x v ii i : p. 250 9

 ? 64
Terentius, P., Comoediae, Lips. 1827— A ndria . . .  14, 17

— E unuchus. 3, 15, 19, 176 
— A ld e lp h i. .  5, 20
— P h o rm io .. 11

Tullius, see Cicero.

Upmarck....................................  32

Valerius Maxime, Variorum Observed., Lugd. 
B at. 167 0 ............................................................................. 103



Sentence
Virgilius, M aro, Opera. A m ster. 1680, 3 v o ls . :

— E clog u es .....................................................................  11, 17
— G eorgies i v , ...............................................................  3, 34, 40bis, 56bis
— A e n e id ......................................................................... 11, 67, 84, 100

(T au bm an ’s n o te s )...........................................  3
Zvingero, T., Morum Philosophia Poetica , Basil 

1575: pp. 69, 1379— (W e grow  prudent w ith
exp erien ce ).......................................................................... 168
p. 170— “ Ita me am or lassum anim i ludificat,

fugat, agit, appetit, raptat, retinet,”  e tc ..........  38
p. 308— (B e merciful to others, that others, e tc .) 88
p. 389— “ Am are juven i fructus”  e tc ....................... 20
p. 632— cites: “ A lienum  aes hom ini ingen u o”

e tc ......................................................................................  12
pp. 662, 755, 848— de m im o: “ C ontem ni gravius

est sapientiae, quam  percu ti” ...............................  131
pp. 997 & 993— explain : “ A varu m  facile capias,

ubi non sis idem ” ........................................................ 55
pp. 1069, 1212— plura exem pla o f :  “ Bene perdit

num m os, judici cum  dat nocens” ........................  78
p. 1379 & p. 69 (see a b o v e ) ........................................  168
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